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Folio Introduction
Polio IDtrodLlctio.z:t
I'lithin t.he business lit.erature t.here has been an
explosive int.erest in t.he concept. of organizational learning
ove::r the past decad: (Crossan & Guat.to. 1996). Many business
organizat.ions t.oday, faced wit.h t.he realit.ies of keeping pace
Ivit.h an ever·cLanging. dynamic. global marketplace. are
looking to learning as a source of change t.o sustain
competitive advanta;e. Since the educational syst.em is faced
wit.h challenges, as is t.he business communit.y, some
educational researchers and writ.ers conclude t.hat the system
is :::ailing. Evers (1994) for example st.ates, ~even 'good'
schools schools with rr.any st.udents who go on to college and
successful careers - are falling further and furt.her behind
the realities of a changing "....orld" (p. 490). Maybe t.he t.ime
has come for ecucational reformers to look to the business
literature t.o see what. it has to offer t.he field of education
t.o support. educat.ional reform.
The three papers in this paper folio will review three
topics t.hat educat.ional reformers may find useful for
educational reform.
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::>espite the e.x:;:losive interest in the concept of
organizationa: learning over the past decade a unifying
de:::inition of organizat:.ional learning remains elusive. Paper
one builds on the numerous definit:.ions available to show that
organizat.iona: learning is a process and a product. The
processes of questi;:,ning. sharing, organizing. or t:.ransferrinq
information and knc·,.;led~e are deemed influential in creatinq
organizat.ional improvement or transformation. the product of
orqaniza-cional learning.
The existence :lnd acceptance of two types of
organiza::ional learninq has existed in the literature since
Bateson (1972) distinguished between Learning I and Learning
II. ')':ld Argyris and Scn:::n (1978) distinguished between sinqle-
loop and double-Icc:;: learning. It:. is accepted in the
literature that single-loop is adaptive learning and double4
loop is generative learning. 'Nhile both are necessary
learning functions. generative learning is gaining- prominence
as the more important learning process for the development of
organizations in an ever-changing envirorunent_
This paper presents. from the exist.ing lit.erature on
organizationa: learning, a mult.i-levelled framework for
organizational learninq. Building on learning processes at
"iI
t.he :'n.dividl:.a~. t.ea:n. and orqanizational level. it concludes
t.hat orga::lizational learning is mora Chan just individual
lea:::ning. and scates -relationships. t.eams. and organizations
learn and that chis is not the sa-Tie as the sum of the learning
of all th~ individu:tls· (Hawkins. 1994. p. 74).
Paper two sets out the importance of teams to the
organiza::.ionai learning process. point.ing out that due to the
eve:"'chanqin; global environment. teams play an important role
in organizatior,al learninQ (Handy, 1995; Greenwood. Wasson. "
Giles. 1993; Senge. 1990; Swieringa i. Wierdsma. 1992). While
individual. team. and organizational learning have a role in
organizational development., several writ.ers draw particul.ar
attention to the importance of teams as learning entities
(Oixo:l. 1993; Senge. 1990; Stata. 1989; swieringa " wierdsma.
1992). For example. Senge {l9901 states. ·unless teams learn.
organizations cannot learn-, and if teams learn -they become a
mic:"ocosm for learning throughout the organization- (p. 2361.
The importance of teams cannot be underestimated. This paper
prese:lts dialogue as a mode of communication to enhance team
learning and reduce the fragmentat.ion associated wit.h the
functional units. depart.ments, or subcultures evident within
today's organizations.
The final paper establishes four decades of failed
educational reform afforts beginning- in the 1960's. Although
the raascns for failed reform are numerous, this paper
prese:1ts three majcr reasons for failed reform, and sug-gests
that if these three reasons could be addressed and overcome.
educational reform would likely prosper. The foundation for
overcoming the5e prcbl6J.T.$ is dialogue. Dialogue is presented
as the opport~nity to involve all of the stakeholders of
change, in an effort to develop a pool of comnon meaning- and
action for greate=- effectiveness. Isaacs (1996) outlines the
potential of dialogue with the statement, Mdialogue is a
unique form of conversation with potential to improve
collective inquiry processes, to produce coordinated action
among collect':'ves, and to brinq about genuine social change"
(p. 20).
Paper One
Toward an Understandinq of
orqanizational Learninq
Toward an understanding of
Organizational Learning
w. Craig Hayden
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Introduction
Organizational learning has existed in the literature at
laast since cangelosi and Dill discussed it in 1965. Lately,
its popularit)· has .;rown dra.'natically. For example, Crossan
and Guatto ClS96, p. 107) illustrate that more articles have
been written on organizational learning in the 1990's than
were ·....ritten during all of the 60's, 70's, and 80's combined.
Some authors emphasize the importance of organizational
learning, going so far as to state that an organization's
ability to learn may be the only sustainable competitive
advantage (DeGues, 1988: Stata 1'389).
This paper is an attetr.pt to provide an overview of the
wide variety of definitions of organizational learning, and to
analyze organ':'zational learning along two dimensions, namely
the types cf organizaticnal learning, and the levels of
organizational learning.
Defil1i:ion. of Org~iZoleiOlUl Lundug
Despite t.he eurre.n.t popularity of organizational
learni:tg. authors freq.l.ently comment on the deqree of
fragmentation in the field. There appears to be no consensus
on \~hat organ:-zatio:lal learning is or how it occurs (East.erby-
Smit.h, 1997; Flol , Lyles. 1985; Garvin. 1994; Huber. 1991.
Kim. 1993).
Garvin (:994) ;:rovides a brief outline of some of the
differences which exist. amcng organizational theorist.s.
·Some, for example, believE that behavioural change is
requ:'red for :earning; ethers insist that. new ways of thinking-
are enough. Some cite information processing as the mechanism
through which learning takes place; others propose shared
insights. orgar..izational routines. even memory- {po 3.65l. He
goes on t.o stc.te t.hat ... s clear definition of organizational
lea=ning has proved to tee elusive over the years· (p. 3.651,
and concludes that the exact. meaning of organizational
learning is difficult to at.tain.
Despite t.he wide variety of differences and definitions
of organizatior.al learning, common to all is the precept that
organizational learning- is both a process and a product. The
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processes are r.umerous 3.nd varied. and somE writers refer to
chern as inquiring (Arqyris " Schon. 1978), qrowinq insights
(Sim:::m, 1969), sharing insights (Stata, 1989), questioning
(Senqe, 1990). creating (Garvin. 1994; Senge. 1990). acquirinq
knowledge (Garvin, 1994: Thompson, 1995). orqanizing knowledge
(Dodgson, 1993), or transferring knowledge (Garvin, 1994: Kim.
1993) _ T:ti:! result. of these processes within organizations is
a p:-oduct, or;-anizational change. which also has numerous
descriptions such as. outcernes (Simon, 19691. error correction
(hrgyris & Schon. H78J, behaviour modificat.ion <Garvin. 1994;
Stata. 1989). adapt3.tion (Dixon. 1993; Dodgson. 1993;
Schwa:ldt, 1995). improved efficiency (Dodgson. 1993). modified
functions (Harshman & Phillips. 1994). or effective action
(Kim, 1993).
Although there has been three decades of discussion on
organizational. learning. and recognition by Garvin that a
clear definition is still elusive. earlier writers have
illustrated the process and prodUCt focus of orqanizational
learning. Simon (U69) for example, focuses on "qrowing
insights and successful rest.ructuring of organizational
problems by individuals". as the processes by which
organizations learn. These processes in turn alter the
•
·st:"UCtural e:ement;s and outcomes· of the orqanization. with
the product being a visible change in terms of an
orqanizat.iona!. outcome. In his definition. -learninq consists
of insights on t.he cne hand and structural and other action
out-comes on the other- (Fiel &. Lyles, 1985. p. 803).
Garvin (::.994) emphasizes t.he process and product
orientation as well, noting that orqanizational chang-e is the
product of the org4::1izational learning process. Garvin (1994)
defines organizational learning as H.. creating, acquiring,
and transferrir.q knowledge and modifying its behaviour to
reflect n~'''' knowled~e and insights· (p. 3.65). He believes
t.hat !'lew ideas. whether acquired throuqh insight. creativit.y,
insiders, or oct-siders. are the building blocks of
organizat.i~nal knowledge and "are essential if learning is to
take place" {po 3.65). In addition to the processes of
aoquiring and transferring knowledge. Garvin {19941 stipu.lates
the ni!cesEiity of visible organizational change for
organizational le:!lrninq to have occurred.
Some writers discuss orqanizational learning in terms of
a two-tier learning system. Arqyris and Schon (1978J and
Harshman and Phillips (1995), in their respective discussions
of single and double'loop learning, and adaptive and insight
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lea:r-ning. relo!ote processes to product. They tie t.he processes
of inQ'..lir.f and disc.:;very to the end result of organizational
chan:;Je and adc.pt:.ati:m. Arqyris and Schon. for example, state
that ·organizat.ional learning is the process of detecting and
cor:-ecting errors" (p.21. They focus on the way organizational
members. carrying Colt t.he processes of identifying and acting
on organizational problems, create a product . a genuine
change in behaviour.
Even though many a'.Jthors state that orqanizational
lea:rninq is more chan the sum of individual learning, some
argue t.hat individu~l learning is the "link" to organizational
learning (Kim, 1993). or that individual leaminq is the
·primary learninq entit.y" in orqanizat.ions (Dodgson, 19931.
While these authors refer more to the need for organizational
learning ;lrocesses ~t. the ir!dividual level. they also
ir!corporate t.hese processes with orqanizational products such
as "effective action" (Kim, 1993, p. 431 or "useful outcanes"
(Dodqscn. 1993. p. 378). Dodgson (19931 offers a broad
definition of orqanizational learning, incorporatinq both
processes and outco:nes. Organizational learning is "the way
firms build, supplement. and organize knowledgie and routines
around their activities and within their cultures and adapt
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and develop organiz3cional efficiency by improvinq the use of
ehe bread ski::'ls of the workforces· (p. 377). He refers to
t.he need for organizational learning processes at the
individual le\'el as a requirement to produce orqanizat.ional
adaptation and improved efficiency. Dodgson states that
"esse:1tially. leCi=ninq can be seen co have occurred when
organizations per:orm in changed and better ways· (po 378).
Some writers. (Dixon. 1993; Schwandt. 1995; Stata. 1989;
Thompson, 1995). in t.heir discussion of organizational
learning as the only sustainable compet.itive advantage for
organizations in the 90' s. also indicat.e a correlation between
organizational learninq processes and visible chano;e. Stata
(1989) defines organizational learning as "a process by which
individuals g~in ne.... knowledge and insights and therefore
modify thair behavicur and actions" (p. 64). To Stata.
organiza~ional learninq is a process. but the outcome. or
product. is a chanq2 in behaviour and actions that increase
performance and competitiveness of companies.
Another aut.hor stressing t.he naed for orqanizational
learning and subsequent change in a chanqinq business
environment is Dixon (1993). In her discussion of the need
for organizational learning among orqanizations of t.he 1990's.
she also illustrate3 her belief that. adapt.ation and visible
ChanQ2 is t.he result. of orQanizational learning-.
ThrouQh learni:nq. crqanizations adapt to environmental
const.raint.s. and avoid the repetition of past
mist.akes .... Unfortunat.ely, t.oo many ocqanizat.ions
fail t.o aciapt to cust.ome~ needs and do not improve their
processes t.o meet. risinq competit.ive standards. (Dixon,
1993, p. 1)
Dixon (1S93) c21ieves learning and subsequent adaptation
t.o a dynamic economy is necessary for orqanizations in the
1990' 5, a:ld orqanizations flexible enough for this have a
compet.itive advant.age. Schwandt (l995) has labelled this
flexibility and subsequent competitive advantaqe -adaptive
capacity" _ He defines crqanizational learninq as -a system of
actions. act::lrs, sy:nbols. and processes that enables an
orqanizat:.ion t.o transform information into valued knowledqe
which, in turn, increases its lonq-run adaptive capacity- (p.
370). He sees organizational learninq as the system's ability
to adapt. to it.s environment. Organizations that adapt quickl.y
and :'!lOre effectively to change are orqanlzations that have
learned how to anticipate and even embrace chanqe and use it
constructively. To Schwandt. these are orqanizations where
lea:rning is occurrinq.
JUSt as Dixon. Sch·...andt. and Stata discuss organizational
lea:rninq for acaptation. ThC7.I\Pson {l995J also makes a strong
connection between the process of orqanizational learning and
chan'le. In his referen.::e to the world's business environment.
he refers to global com;:eeition. infort:lation technoloqy. and
knO\'1:;'<:!dqe based ecc>lomy as environmeneal conditions that
should initiate an organization's continual acquisition of
kno.....::.edge. He implies that the acquisition of organizational
knowledge should be purposeful with the end product beinq
organizati::mal ch3no;e and organizational success in an ever-
changing economy.
The ;>urpose of organizational learning and the
acquisit:'on of orqanizational knowledge is to provide the
fcundatior.. for rapid. dramatic organizational change;
i:lcreasingly. the fundamental requirement for
organizational success. (Thompson. 1995. p. 85)
Thompson is proposing that in today's world economy.
knowledge acquisition is essential. Also. he states clearly
his belief that. in order to say orqanizational learning has
occurred. one has to see organizational change; the purpose of
organizational learninq is to provide the knowledqe and skills
to produce! rapid ch3nqe.
Senge (1990) t.3.kes t.he discussion of orqanizat.ional
processes ar..d produ::ts a step furt.her. He proposes that. the
ideal prod'.lct of or~anizational learning is II. learninq
orqanization. He describes the learning process in an
organization e.s ·continually expanding its capacity to create
its future· (p. 140). Like Senge, Garvin (1994) also
discusses cree.t.ivity an:i the development. of new ideas as
important processes to produce a learning organization.
'tlha,:p.ver the source of ideas, these ideas are the trigger
for orqanizati=nal improvement. But they cannot by
themselves cre3t.e a learning organization. Without
accompanyinq changes in the way that. work gets done. only
t.he ~tential for irr.provement exist.s. (po 3.65)
Garvin {l994} believes that although nwnerous
organizat.ions are effective at the processes of creatinq and
acquiring new knowl@dqe, they are unsuccessful at applying
t.his knowledge. This. to Garvin, rules out some of the
organizations that consider themselves to be learninq
organizations, since the processes of learning have not
resulted in a learning orqanization.
BOth Senge (1930) and Garvin (1994) present what they
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believe are the fundamental processes to produce a learning
organiza:.ior.. Accordin~ to Garvin. -learning organizations
are skillad at five main activities: syste.>natic problem·
soIv:':1g. experiment3ltion. learninq from past experience.
learning froo others. and transferrinq knowledge- (p. 3.66).
Senge. on the other hand discusses five disciplines which be
sees are the processes that will produce a learning
organiza~ion. These are mental models. team learninq.
personal mastery, shared vision. and systems thinking. The
development of these five disciplines in any organization.
Senqe believes, produces a learning organization where ·people
cont.!.nually expand their capacity to create the results they
truly desire•... and where people are continually learning
hOI"! to learn toqether" (po 3).
In summary, although an exaCt meaning of orQ'anizational
learni:lg is difficult tc attain, there appears to be coornon
reference to tt.e process and product of orQ'anizational
learninQ'_ Garvin (1994) concludes that "most scholars view
orQ'anizational learninQ' as a process that unfolds over time
and link it with knowledqe acquisition and improved
performance" (p. 3.65). Dodgson {l993l appears to support
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chis by commenting that a rr.ajor concern of the disciplines of
organiza-;;ion tt.eo=y and psycholoqy is to examine
orqanizaci=:Jnal lear~ir.9. encompassing both processes and
outcomes. This p~ocess and outcome focus accordinq co
Dodgson. anab:'es the:orist.s t.o describe what learning is. how
the O'.Jt.comes are ac~ieved. and how organizations adapt and
develop efficiency.
Despite U",e variety in terminoloqv, one can still see a
common thread in the. precess and product of organizational
learning. Whether the :::rganizational processes involve
questions. insiqhts, or knowledge. ·....hleh are subsequently
sha::-ed. orqan':'zed. cr cransferred. it appears that these and
other organizational precesses are the foundation for
orqanizationa.i.. learninq. As ....elL ....hether the product of
orqanizat.ional learninq process is termed outcomes.
adaptatio:1, effective action. or a learninq organization. it
appears that the resulting product of orqanizational learninq
is a genuine chanqe in behaviour brinqinq about organizat.ional
adaptation (Sch....andt. 1995). organizational improvement
(Garvin. 1994). or orqanizational transformation (Dodgson.
199]).
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Altho:,,:o;h the~e are numerous definitions of organizational
learning. and much fraq:r.entation in the field (Piol " Lyles.
1985). there C.ppears to be significant. convergence. One area
of co;wergence refers tc t.he hierarchy of learning levels. It
appears t.hat organizatienal learning t.heorists have accepted
Bateson's (1972) and Arqyris and Schon's (1978) two-tier
system of learning levels as a foundation within the
organizationa.!. learning literature. Although these learninq
leve:"s have common ::haracteristics. theorists attach their own
label to each level.
aateson (1972) points out that an organization's ability
!;.o remain stable in a changing context denotes a kind of
learning. meaning t~at there are learning episodes which
function to preserve a kind 0= constancy. Arqyris and Schon
called this sinqle-loop learninq. ilowever, there are
occasions ·...hen problems and conflicts are corrected in ways
that require chanqinq the crqanization's norms, policies and
objectives. hrqy:-is and Schon (l978) term this double-loop
learning.
Argyris and Schon (1978). state that "orQ'anizational
learninq involves the detection and correction of error-
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(p.21. They :'ndicate that. both sinqle-loop and double-loop
orqanizat.ior,aI learning- involve inquiry. The inquiry
associated wit.h error ccrrection of sinqle-loop learninq takes
t;.he form of ~discovering the sources of error" {p.191 and
"chang-log organizational strat.eqies and assumptions within oil.
constant framework of ncrms for performance" (p.211. Double-
loop learnir.q processes. however. encompass awareness of and
inquiry into conflicting norms. For A.rgyria and Schon (1978).
doubia-loap leaminq involves "a doubl.e feedback loop [which]
connects the detection of error not only to strateqies and
assurnptio:ls for effect.ive performance but to the very norms
which define effective ~erforrnance" (p. 22).
To support the single and double-loop learninq processes.
I-!orqa:l and Ramirez (1983) compare mechanical and holoqrllphic
orqanizational desiClns. They describe the traditional.
mechanical. work desiqn. such as an assembly line. as a place
where each member h3S a narrowly defined place within the
whole system. with the objective of "achievinq a qiven purpose
in fixed conditions in an efficient manner- (P.4l. This is. in
essence. sing-ie-loop le3rninq where members are not expected
to challenge the wisdom of the various rules. processes. and
qround assumptions of the organization. However, Morqan and
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Ramirez (l9831 sugqest tha~ it is important for organizations
to increase their a~ility to deal with turbulence in the
environment and learn hew to manaqe cha.nge in order -to avoid
creating prob::'erns w~ic!'1 would then have to be solved- (p.2).
They :Jse a t:olographic :t.etaphor to suggest an alternate
organizational design ....here -each element of an organization
is designed co be allie to perform a ranqe of activities which
may not all be needed at a single point in time- (p. 4). but
are available to be called upon when needed. They believe
that the various elements of organizations. designed in
accordance witt:. the hol=qraphic principle. would be multi,
skilled. interchanqeable. self-critical. and substantially
more rational and effective in the long term. resultinq in
more responsive and creative organizations. They emphasize
t.hat an essential element of the holographic organization is
learning. characterized by monitoring and questioninq the
context. and rules i:1 which it is cperatin9. and intelliqent
action based on a reflective understandinq of the nature of
the system_
Holographic organizations require t.hat all parts of a
system be encouraged to learn, engaging in double-loop
learning. which monit.ors and questions the appropriateness of
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what. is happening in c.he system and its cont.ext.. In ot.her
words. t.he syst.em is designed to encourage the use of
intelligence and loiclative among it.s members. rather th;u
merely encour<:.qinq chern -tc know a.nd keep their place- {Morgan
" Ra.'":tirez. 1983. p. 7}.
::'101 ar..d Lyles (l9BS) in their review of the literatu.re
on crqanizacional learning. refer to Arqyris and Schon's
single and dol.'ble loop learning, to distinguish between lower
and hig-her level lesrr.ing based on association building. They
conclude that altho'.Jqh lower level, single loop learning
results in development of associations of behaviour and
Outcome, these asso::iations are characterized as rudimentiry.
of short duration. re,sultinq from repetition and routine. and
occurring wit.hin a given organizational set. of rules.
:tigher level. jouble-loop learning, on t.he other hand,
"aims at. adjusting over3.11 rules and norms rat.her than
specific act.ivities or behaviours· (Fiol " Lyles, 1985, p.
808). The associat.ions t.hat develop are characterized as long
term, resulting fro:n heuristics and insights, and involving
more cognit.ive processes. COnsequently, this type of learning
leads to the develo:.::ment of frames of reference (Shrivastava "
Mitroff, 19821, interpretive schemes {Bartunek. 198'() , or new
"cognitive frarnewo~ks wit.hin which to make decisions (Fiol "
Lyles. 1985).
5eng~ (1~901. 3.5 well, refers to two types of
organizational lear:l.ir..q. adaptive and qanerative. Adaptive
lea~ning is "S\:.rviv31 learning- (p. 14). It is characterized
by error detection :tnd ::orrect.ion within a fixed context of
organiza':ional para.T.eters and norms. This sinqle·loop.
adapt.ive learning s:Jlves a current problem. but the overall
cult.ure. structure, funct.ions, norms. and procedures remain
st.able.
In contr,;;.st.. gener3tive learning is characterized by
quescloning um!erlyinq structures and enhancing t.he capacit.y
':'0 create (Arqyris " Schon, 1978; Senge. 19901. It implies
organizational members challenging che wisdom of rules.
procedures. norms, 3.nd values and lr.akinq chanqes where
necessary. Creativity is encouraqed and new ways of doinq
things are advocated.. This type of learning includes the
ability to understand and manaqe change, not just to solve
problerr.s. It involves the ability to see the orqanization in
new ways, to discover the problems behind the symptoms, and to
invent creative solutions. This questioning, discovery, and
modification of norms is a higher level, generative process.
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Senge (1390). emphasizes t.hat qenerative learning is best
forrr.alized through five disciplines. namely, team learning,
pe~so:'lal mastery. shared vision. mental models. and systems
thinking. Team learninlJ is the development of the collective
capacity for tl:ought and action. Personal mastery is the
indi\'idual cornmitm8nt tc develop cne's own capacity and t.he
capacity of ott:er-s to create the future. Shared vision is the
collective element of personal mastery as individuals come
t.oget.her to deve.lop a sanse 0: COlM'on purpose. The discipline
of mental models enables individuals to achieve breakthrouqhs
in comn:unicat.:'on Lhrough the surfacing and testinq of
asstL'1I;>tions. Finally. ByBee.ins thinking is the ability to
understand the causa and effect relationships inherent in the
variety of systerr.s in which individuals and groups operat.e.
Fulmer 1~994) gives a clear picture of the two levels of
lea~ning when he fc=uses on short-term and long-term
consequences of action. To Fulmer, maintenance learninq is
when a business tries 1:0 discover better ways of doinq what it
already kno....s ho.... t::: do. It is about refininq t.he process and
increasing efficiency. It is about doing things the correct
way rather than asking if they are the right thinqs to do.
Such linear thinking however, offers little challenqe to an
I.
organizat.ion's existinq scrat.eqies and operations and it
consequent.ly "quite often misses important clues about a
chan~inq enviroIlm.ent or emerging challenqes" (p. 21). This is
sho::-t- term. sir.gle-loo", learning. Anticipatory learning. on
che other hand. is characterized by part~cipation which allows
eve::yone to explo=e alternatives and to consider the possible
future consequences of actions taken coday. Thus, it focuses
on th9 10:"1.9 term an:1 ehe best way to deal with a future
environment.
Lant and Mezias (1996) t.erm rout.ine. incremental learning
that. 8:'l.abl=s Con or.:.unizaticn to remain stable in a changing
context, as first-order learning. This type of learning is
basically the process of gaining competence in a certain area
and "serves to maintain stable relations and sustain existinq
rules" (p. 270). Thus. in a given environmental chanqe. this
conservative learninq process consists of Mlearninq how to
better ill9le:nent their chosen st.rat.eqy while maintaining
cons:'st.ency in other organizat.ional systems· (p. 270)_
However. Lant. and Mezias (1996) correlate second-order
learninq .... ith the -realization that cert.ain experiences cannot
be interpreted within t.he current belief system. theory-in-use
(Argyris , Schon. 1978) or organizational paradigm (Pfeffer.
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1981). TheY ct:aracterize second-order learn.1nq as exploration
and experiment.a!:.ion. According to )'larch (19961. exploration
involves experimentation as well as "search variation. risk-
taking. play, flexi~il1ty. discovery, innovat.ion- (p. 101).
Lant a:ld Mezias (1996) t:;elieve t.hat this organizational
explorat.ion and experimentation can lead t.o the "recognition
of oe'''' goals or the means to achieve goals. and the
integration of new const.ructs int.o existing cognitive
structures" (p. 270).
The literature suggests that writers distinquish between
two types of learning. The first is roucloe, incremental, and
conserva::'ive. Such learning, which maintains consistency and
stab':'lity within t.he organizational context. is appropriately
summed up by Elliott (1998): -Typically. routine learning may
be associated with copying and mastering procedures,
efficiently implementing well-tested approaches, or
transferring known formulas for success across as many parts
of the organization as possible- (p. 9). The second learninq
type is characterized as a more questioning, inquirinq,
experirr:enting and creating process. Elliott (1998) sums up
such learning as a conscious collective awareness. assessment,
and revision of learning processes.
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Introd:J::tion
:tecenC attenticn c;; o~qanizational learning has posed t.he
question. at "'hat level within an organization does learning
occur? Hawkins (l9l(l in his discussion of the need to revise
comma:'!. orqarLization3.1 learning perceptions. points out that
some organizational learning theorists see individuals'
learning as the centre cf organizational learning, or
organizational lear:linq simply as a sum of all the individual
learning. Hawkins (l994) contends that organizational
lea=ning theorists need to -move a ....ay from believing that
lea!."ninq just resides within people. and to become aware that
lea=ning is a:'50 held between people- (p. 74l. He concludes
chat -relationships. teams. and organizations learn and that
this is not the sarr.e as t.he sum of the learninq of all the
individuals· (po 74).
I::"I addit.:'on to Hawkins, ot.her ....rit.ers note that, althouqh
individual learning provides the fo:;ndation for understandinq
the organizational learning process. organizat.ional learning
is different from the sum of individual learning Unkpen '"
Crossan. 1995; Nonaka, 1994). Inkpen and Crossan for example
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believe that. ocqanizaticnal learning is best understood and
deve~oped if :'t is base:! on a multilevel perspective. They
suggest. a framewc::-k for organizat:.ional learninq which
incorporat.es three levels individual. group. and
organization. Inkpen and Crossan (1995) suggest. t.hat "a
concept of individu31 learning should be embedded in a concept
of group lea rninq. ''''hleh in turn should be embedded in a
concept of organization l.earninq- (p. 598).
Similarly, Dixon (1993) and Hosley, Lau, Levy. and Tan
(l99~) support the .::oncept of three levels of learning in
their discuss:'ons of competitive advantage for organizations
in an ever-changing business environment. Dixon (1993)
emphasizes that "organizational learning is an outcome of
three overlapping spheres of activity - individual learning,
team learning. and system learning- (p. il. Hosley et a1.
(1994) conclude that -learning at all levels of an
organizat.ion !individual. team. and orga.nization) is essential
to maintain a competitive advantage in an increasingly
turbulent env:'rotunent- (p. 5). Individual. group. and
organization levels of learning are undoubtedly the components
of successfu1 organizational learning.
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Some orqc.nizational learning t.heorists believe that.
individual learning is the on~y learning that needs to be
considered (March' Olsen, 1975; Simon, 1991; Thompson, 1995).
For example. Simon (1991: states chat. "all learning takes
place inside :'r.dividual hurr.an heads; an organization learns in
only t.wo ways: (a) by the learninq of its members, or (b) by
ingesting new members that have knowledqe the organization
didn't previously h3.ve" (p. 25). similarly, Thompson 119951
t.hat ..... an organization itself does:1' t. learn' people
learn" (p. 86).
Others theorists assert that althouqh orqanizational
learning is very dependent on individuals it is not merely
individual learning. These writers prOl)Ose that orqanizations
can only learn r.hrough the actions and experiences of
individuals. The significance of this is captured by Kim
U9931 in his s':.ate.'1lent:
The importance of individual learninq for orqanizational
learninq is at once obvious and subtle . obvious because
all organizations are composed of individuals; subtle
because orqanizations can learn independent of any
specific individual but not independent of all
2)
individuals. (;>. )7)
Similarly, ether writers have made statements supporting
that of Kim's. -Individual's learning is doubt.less important
to orqanizatior.al learning- (Hedburq. 1981, p. 6). -Just as
individuals are the agents for organizational action. so they
are t~e agents fo:::: orqanizational learninqM (Arqyria '- Schon.
1978, p. 19). MA learning process takes place in and through
interactio:! ",ith and between a nwnber of people. Obviously,
an organization can only learn because individual members
lea:=-n- (S·.... ierir,ga " Wierdsma. 1992, p. 331. -Learning occurs
t.hrough indiv:'dua13- (Ink~en" Cressan. 1995. p. 597).
In discussing organizational learning related to
individuals. organizational theorists "portray organizational
learning as a phenomenon in which individuals in orqanizat.ions
develop cognit.ive maps" (Edmondson &. Moingeon, 1996, p. 241.
How ':"ndividuals see the world, t.heir coqnitive map. is moUlded
by their experiences. asswr.ptions. perceptions. and values.
This individual fra.l3.8WOrk has been referred t.o as theories in-
use (Arqyris &. Schon. 13781. images (Swierinqa '- Wlerdsma.
1992). and mental models (Kim. 1993; Kreutzer. 1995; Senge.
1990). Sange for example, describes mental models as "deeply
ingrained assumptions, generalizations, or even pictures or
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images t.hat influen:::e hew ....e understand t.he world and how we
t.ake act.ion" (p. 8). Kreut.zer (l995) st.ates that a mental
model is "a r:tap. a ,let-ure of the territcry. we live in our
own interior ..tOrlds. in the "NOclds of our own experience. in
our ':'ndividl:.al versions of reality· (p. 2)2).
«1m (1993). in his model of individual learninq in an
organiza:.ional setting. illustrates the importance of mental
models. He d:'SCUSS2S o;:erational and conceptual learning
lead:':J.g to nel>f frameworks in individual mental IOOdels. He
believes that mental models are reframed through the interplay
of operational and :::or.ceptual learning. "Operationa.l learninq
represents learning at the procedural level. where one learns
the steps in order to c:::mplete a particular task" (p. 40).
"Conceptual learning has to do with the thinking about why
t.hings are done in the first place, sometimes challenging the
very nat.ure or exist.ence of prevailing conditions, procedures,
or co~ceptions" (p. 40). Kim believes t.hat, as the cycle of
conceptual and operat.ional learning informs and refrarnes
ment.al models, learning results.
Inkpen and Crossan (1995) propose t.hat the learning
process at the individual level is interpretinq. Interpreting
is the process by ....hich individuals incorporate experiences.
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pe::-cept.ions. ",-nd in31qhts into their coqnitive map with a
subsequent ·change in individuals beliefs or schemas· (p.
598) _ Thay believe that Chis change in individual's mental.
maps L'"lrouqh ir.divi':1ual learning provides the qroundinq for
orqaniza'::.ional learninq. Senge (1990). as well. devel.cps the
notion Of !Rental. mojels as a discipline in buildinq a learning
organizacion. He calieves that "mental models are active -
they shape how we act" (p. 175). He believes that surfacinq,
testi:1g. and :"rnprovinq our internal pictures of how the world
works presents an o?portunity for qenuine learning "rather
than merely reinfor=inq prior viel'S" (p. 186).
Learni:!lg at ebe Level of the Group
A number of organizational learning theorists assert that
organizational lear:l.ing is incomplete if no sharing of
information occurs. The infonnaticn processing perspective.
which emphasizes the need to communicate and distribute
information. :'5 an integral part of organizational learning
(Daft &: Weick. 1984, Hawkins. 1994.; Huber. 1991; Seely' Brown "
Duguid. 1991; Shrivastava. 1983; and Wieck. 1979). As a
result. the notion of groups and teams as learning units has
2'been :;lrcposed within the organizational literature. Hawkins
(1994) for example. arques fo~ a relationship·based view of
1ea=010g (p. 79). :Ie stat.es that organizational learninq
theorists need to ·~ve away from believing that learning just
residas within people. and to !:Iecome aware that learning is
also held between people" (p. 741. Like Hawkins. many other
orqanizaciona1. learning theorists see beyond the individual to
the group as an imyortant. compOnent to organizational learning
(Inkpan &. Crossan. 1995; Senge. 1990; Stata, 1989: Swierioga "
Wierdsma. 1992; Vogt, 1995)_
Stata (lge9). for instance. in his discussion of the need
for manage!nent innovation. organizational learning, and
orqanizao;.iona! chan~e t.~ sustain competitive advantaqe
emphasizes insight 3nd knowledge sharinq, and teamwork as
fundament.al processes. St.ata (1989) states -ma.ny hiqh'
priorit.y changes require int.erdivisional cooperat.ion- (p. 70),
but. -change is blocked unless all the major decision makers
learn t.ogether, cOtr.e to share beliefs and goals, and ... take
t.he actions necessary for change- (p. 641. This meshinq of
beliefs and actions at the group level has been termed
"integrat.ing" by Inkpen and Crossan (1995, p. 59B). Like
Stata, they believe that. the product. of a coordinated group
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process is the inte:Jrat.ion of "shared bel.iefs and concerted
actions· (p. 598). They support. the group level process and
have i:lccq:ora.ted it into t.heir orqanizational framework
consisting of c;roup. as well as individuaL and organization
1ea:-0109. Th..:.s Ink;:en and Crossan, like Stata. believe in
organiza:ional me-'Ilbars sharing. learning, and taklnq concerted
actio:l. to maint.ain a ce:.,.,pet.itlve edqe in today's business
enviro:unent.
J"s welL Swierlnqa and liierdsma 0992J qo beyond the
individual for orqanizational learning. They state that
.. ind:'vidual learnin~ is a necessary but not. a sufficient
condit.ion for organizational learning" (p. 331. They focus on
che "collective learning process" (po 33) t.o illustrat.e
orqanizacional learning- and org-anizational behaviour. They
conci..ude that the learning process relevant to organizations
"takes place in and throuqh interaction with and between a
number of people" (il. 33). Swiering& and \ol'ierdsma 119921.
by no means eliminatinq the siqnificance of individual
learni:lq in organizational learning. but rather hiqhlighting
r.he imI;;ortance of group learning.
While Dixon (1393) uses the adjective "key element" to
emphasize the significance of team learnin9 for organizational
,.
lea=-ninq, Vogt {199SI fccuses on team learni:lq as an import-ant
eleme:lt. in what. he refers t.o as the DNA of business learning.
Dixon ill'.J.strates that team learning has far-reachinq
beneficial effects in an orqanization for bOth the individual
and t:-Le syster.l.. Since team members share data. information,
and kc.,cwledqe. ~tea.T.S fiicilitat.e individual learning" (p. 6).
Also. the interact-ion of orqanizational members can result in
·carma:} understanding about the processes and requirefl'lents of
other divisions and work units. as well as knowledge about the
system as a whole" (po 7). To Vogt. "team learning is the art
of establishir.q t=ust, frarr.inq motivatinq questions. and
engaging in the generation of new perspectives through the art
of d:"aloque" (p. 296). He realizes that team learninq is not
an activity that can or should be segreqated from other
activities. but rather associated with the interrelationships
of coaching. askinq questions. and observing as the basis for
organizational learninq.
While sone theorists are willing to support the
importance of teams as a fundamental building block of
organizational learninq. Senge (1990) goes so far in his
assertions about teams that he states. "unless teams can
learn. organization3 cannot learn- {po 701. Senqe (1990).
2.
t.eam learning as a logical. inst.rument.al, and necessary
step in crgan;'zational lea=ning. He assert.s, -individuals
lea=n all the t.ime and yet there is no organizational
lea!"1\ing~ (p. 236). He defines t.eam learning as -t.he process
of aligning and de\'elo~ing the capacit.y of a team to create
t.he results membe=s t.rolly desire- (p. 236l. To Senqe. the
positive effects of the t.eam concept. on organizat.ions is
immeasurable. Team learning is paramount for organizational
lea::.-ning.
I f teams learn they become a microcosm for learning
thrC'J.ghOLt the organization. Insights gained are put
into action. Skills developed can propagate to other
individuals and to other teams. The team'S
accomplishments can set. the t.one and establish a st.andard
for learning together for the larger organization. (p.
236l
'flithin the org3.nizational literature group learning has
r,ot displaced individual learning, but rather has been
recognized as a significant contributor to organizational
lea=ning. Theorists em;:hasize that interaction,
communication, and kno....ledge sharing offer opportunities for
organizations to le"rn. While by no means eliminating-
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individual lez,rning, so:r,e theorists are willing- to discuss
groups and teams as legit.imat.e learning ent.ities and they are
willing t.o incorporate groups int.o organizational learninq
frame'Ilcrks. "'hether te::un learning acquires the status of an
abso:;'ute necessity, as is believed by Senge. will require
ftLcther st.'.Jdy and deliberation.
Leani:1g at t:1I.e Level of tlle organization
Although individual learning provides the foundation for
understanding the organizational process (Nonaka, 1994).
organizatiorLal leaning is different from t.he sum of
individual learning (Argyria" Schon. 1978; Dodgson, 1993:
Fi01 & Lyles. 1985; Hedberg, 1981; Inkpen & Crossan, 1995;
Lundburg, 1989). T':l Lundburg (1989),
Organizational learning is not simply the sum of each
member's learning. Organizations, quite unlike their
membgrs, seem to develop and maintain systems that not
only inf:;.uence their ",ambers b:Jt are then transmitted to
others. Though individual learning is important to
organizations, it does not characterize organizational
learning at the strategic level or in unique situations.
Org3.nizational learning permits orqanizations to build
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widespread undi!rstandings of both internal and external
circu.'ustances. (p. 67)
Hedberg !198l). likewise. asserts that there is a pattern
of interaction ~hat exists in organizations. ·Organizations
do not have brains. but they do have coqnitive systems and
memories" (Hedberg, 1981. p. 31. In addition to Hedberg. a
number of theorists acknowledge and define these
organizational. memories. and routines IInkpen , crossan. 1995;
Levitt & March, 1988; Nelson 1991). Levitt and March (1988).
for example. state that "the qeneric term I routines' includes
the forms. rules. ~rocedures. conventions. strategies, and
r.echnologies c.round which organizations are constructed and
through which they operate" (p. 320). Similarly, Nelson
(199;') relates routines to a set of tasks that an organization
is cailable of doinq in a reasonably coherent fashion. In
addition. Inkpen and Crcssan {l995} state that routines are
-the persistent features of surviving orqanizations. Routines
are embedded ir. the orq",nization a.nd are reflected in an
orqanization's consistency of behaviour- (p. 598).
Since orqanizations preserve certain behaviours, mental
maps. and norms over time. and represent patterns of
interactions that endure even when individuals leave (Hedberq.
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1981; Weick. 1979). writers in the organizational learning
field have attempted to est.ablish the relationship of learning-
t.o these routines. They suggest that individuals and g-roups
may learn. but without encoding or embedding this learning
into organizational routines. ehe organization will not have
learned (j\rgyris " Schon, 1978; Dodgson. 1993; Piol " Lyles,
1985, Inkpen " CrOS3an, 1995; Levitt" March. 1988).
In their discussion of organizational routines. Arqyris
and Schon (1978) and Dodgson (l993) discuss the siqnificance
of the individual to the success of the group and the
organlza<:.ion. Whil: Argyris and Schon indicate that
individuals are "agents" for organizational learninq, they
also emphasize that for organizational learning co occur,
"learning aqenes' discoveries, inveneions, and evaluations
muse be embedded in organizational memory" (p.19l. They
believe that ",haeever ehe organization has learned through the
individuals tha~ co:nprise it, must be implanted or embedded in
the collective organizational memory. Likewise, Dodgson
(1993) emphas':'zes the importance of individuals. He concludes
that "individuals are the primary learning eneity in firms.
and ie is individuals which create orqanizaeional forms chat
enable learning in ways which facilitaee organizational
J3
eransfcnnation- (p. 377). Alt.hough his focus is on the
individual influencing the collective process he does refer to
the importance of interaction among organizational rnerNlers.
Dodgson goes on CO state that ·shared norms and values are
agreed to be ~ndicat.ive of organizational rather than
individual lee-enioq" (po 382).
Unlike An;yris and Schon (19781 and Dodgson (1993).
Levitt and fJ!arch (1388) and Hedberg 1198l) focus less on the
individual and disc:lsS crganizational learning in terms of
associations, cognitive systems, and memories at the
organiza>:.ional le'lei. Also. they believe that these systems
persevere. independent of specific organizational members.
r..evitt and March (19881 highlight the persistence of routines
in their st.at.ement., "routines are independent of the
individual act.ors who execute t.hem and are capable of
surviving considerable turnover in individual actors- (p.
320). Similarly, Hedberg states t.hat -members come and go.
and leadership chan~es, but organizations' memories preserve
certain behaviours. mental maps. norms. and values over time-
(p. 3).
Influencing rout.ines has been discussed by Ink-pen and
Crossan (1995). Arqyris and Schon, (1978), and Levitt and
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Ma~ch (1988). Ink-pen and Crossan believe that the lessons of
orqanizatior.al experien::e can be accumulated in an
organizat.ion's routines. 'lhey indicate that an organization
learns whe:! ne"" experiences are encoded into the
organizat.iona::' routines. a process they call
"institut.ionalization" (p. 598). Argyris and Schon (1978)
focus cn orqanizational inquiry, discovery, and doubl.e-l.oop
learning to restructure routines _ For Argyris and Schon.
double-loop learning' involves ~those sorts of organizational
inquiries which resclve inco:npatible organizational norms by
setting new priorities. and ....eiqhtinqs of norms. or by
restructuring the norms themselves toqether with associated
strategies and assu...-r.ptions" (p. 24l. TO Levitt and March
(1988), ~orqanizaticns are seen as learning by encodinq
inferances from history into routines that quide behaviour-
(po 320). They believe that trial-and-error experimentation
a.nd the search for alternate rout.ines by organizational
members, challenge the stat.us quo. and can influence
organizadona: rout.ines and behaviours. They believe that the
likelihood that a routine will be used is increased when it is
associated wit.h success in meet.ing a target. decreased when it
is associated wit.h failure.
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Although individual learning is important to
organizationa: learning. organizational learning- is not simply
t.he S'.Jtr. of each members' learning'. Orqanizat.ions develop
systems. ·..,hleh are :r.aintained despit.e personne.l turnover and
t.he passage of ':.ime. Within the literature, orqanizational
lea~ninq is considered to have occurred if the organizational
norms. rc"t"ltines. and me.."l'Dry are influenced or developed. Fiol
and Lyles (l9(5) su:nnarize this as they conclude
"organizations. unlike individuals, develop and maintain
learning systems th:lt. nct only influence their irrvnediate
members. ::''.1t. are than transmitted to others by way of
organizat.ion histories ~nd norms- (p. 804).
COnclusion
Despite the current popularity of organizational
learning. and t.he m1Jner:::us definit.ions available. -a clear
cefinit.ion of [organizat.ionall learning has proven to be
elusive over t.he years" (Garvin. 1994. p. 3.651. However,
common t.o them all 1s the concept. t.hat. orqanizat.ional learninq
is a process and a product.. It is generally accept.ed in the
literature that. the processes of organizational learning. such
as inquiring, quest.ioning, discovering, creatinq, will lead t.o
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a change in behavio:Jr. adaptation, or action. the product.
Since there is presently a lack of consensus on a clear
definition of orq,mizationat learning'. the orqanizational
literature and the educational reform literature may benefit
from a delir.eation cf d~finitions along the process and
product orientation.
The existence of t'NO types of organizational learning has
existed in the orqanizational learning literature since
Bateson (1972) disting-<Jished between Learning I (detecting
errors. !"eframinq processes and selecting among known
alternatives). and Learning II (changing the set of available
alternatives. re'framinq the situation and expanding the realm
of activity). Subsequent writers, while using their own
labe:'s, a:;lpear to a:::cept and discuss the same types of
learning.
In developing theories of organizational learning,
aware:1ess of the t .....o tn;es of learning and the differences
bet\~een the two typ=s seem relevant and can provide the
frameYlcrk for understanjing the complexities of organizational
learning. Argyris and Schon (1978) stress however, that "the
distinction between single and double-loop learning is less a
binary one than mig-ht first appear" (po 25), Similarly,
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Edmondson and Moingaon (1996) state t.hat the two levels of
learning -are not meant. to suggest. mutual exclusivity· (p.27).
Despit.e ... ap:;:arent co:rmonallties (in t.he lit.erature! in
discerning t.wo levels of learning, and despite t.he
theoret.ieal precision, operationalizinq these different
levels introdu::es some ambiquity. Dist.inctions between
first. and second order learnir.g are often abst.ract and
difficult. co ijent.ify in real organizational settings.
(p. 27)
~ile Senge (1990) and ot.hers suggest. sharp distinctions
between ad3ptive and generative learntn; processes. Lane and
Mezias (1996) suggellt that -the same processes t.hat. lead t.o
first-order learning and convergence can provide the raw
material for second-order learning and reorientation" (po
290). The point is that organizations benefit from both.
Edmondson and Moing2on (l996) state that. effective
mobilization to become better or faster. termed learning how.
and evaluation of o;:pOrtunities to change governing values or
contexts. termed le:lrning why. are "intertwined and
interdependent" (p.2S). The result is ttlat organi2:ations.
whether business or educationaL may benefit from members
engaging in both types cf processes in an ongoing way.
3.
depending on tt_e needs :::f different situations. They conclude
~hat learninq how. 31nd lea~inq why, "offer critical
opportunities for success· and "serve as a source of
competitive advantage" (p. 28).
Some theorist.s, su::h as Simon (19911 think individual
lea=ning is a~l that needs to be considered. whereas Senqe
fl990) believes that wit.hout. team learning, t.here is no
orqanizac.ional learning. Inkpen and Crossan (1995) however.
support a multilevel ap~roach of individual. group. and
organization. Inkpen and Crossan'S perspective on
organizational lear:lir.q shares similarities with Nonaka's
(1994) notion of knowledge creation as an upward spiral
process. start.ing at the individual level. moving up to the
group level, ar.d then tc the orqanizational level. Although
this multilevel perspective offers a viable foundation for
organizational study, "the nature of the relationship between
individual learninQ', {group learning]. and orqanizational
lea::-ning is far fro:'!". clear. and more work is necessary both on
theoretical and empirical dimensions" (Nicolini and Meznar.
1995, p. 130).
In swnmary, the extent to which organizational learning
is individual. qrou;>, orqanization. or some combination. is
3.
yet t.o be determinej and agreed upon by organizational
lea~ninq theorists. Ho...·ever. as Rot.h {19961 so succinct.ly
st.ates. "one t.t,inq is for cereain, t.he more t.hat individual
and t.aams witt,in the (organizational) syst.em are open t.o
raising quest.ions. rather than (just) providing answers. the
more pot.ential. the system has t.o learn" (p. 244). While a
multi-leval perspective provides a framework for st.udy, it. is
import.ant for organizational learning t.heorist.s t.o remember
t.hat. there are links between each level and that.
organizat.ional learnir..g is a dynamic. "int.egrat.ive concept.
t.hat can unify vari;)us levels of analysis: individual. group.
and corporate" (Dodgson. 1993, p. )76).
Schools ar..d school syst.ems are organizations. Clearly.
individual lee.rning can be recognized wit.hin the school
syst.em. Team learning can and should playa valuable role in
organizat.ional learninq and subsequent educational reform.
The processes to enhance collective learning- are revie'oted in
Paper Two. Team Learning' effectiveness Throygh Dialogue
st.epping stone to educational reform.
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I.z:teroductiQD to l'eam .r.••nd..z:tg
~l"ew, if any, of t.he problems businesses face nowadays
can ba handled by one person acting alone~ (Handy, 1995. p.
47). In t.he ever-changing, dynamic, global marketplace which
orqanizations find themselves today, teams are of paramount.
importance. 1.1t.hoU1h individual learning has been documented
as ::u:-adamantal t.o organizational learning (Argyris " Schon,
1978; Hedburg, 1981: Inkpen " Crossan. 1995; Simon, 1991).
Swieringa and wierdsma (1992) point out that more is required:
ObvioOlSly, an ~rganization can only learn because
its individual members learn. 'fathout individual
learning there can be no question of orqanizational
learning. Cn the :;ther hand, an organization has
net automat.ically learned when individuals within it
have learned semethinq. Individual learninq is a
necessary but not a sufficient condition for
organizational learning. (po 33)
Similarl}'. Hawkins 11994) sees beyond the individual to
che group as a fundamental component of organizational
learning and states that we need to ~move away from believinq
chat learning just resides within people, and to become aware
that learning is also held between people~ (p. 741, Pinchot
and Pinchot. t::.994) ~elieve t.hat. -learninQ' sprinQ's from the
wealt.:"\ of comrnuni:::ations in t.he t.eam's collaborat.ions within
it.self" (po 68). and: Senge (19901 is such II firm believer in
t.earns t.hat. he assert.s -unless t.eams can learn organizations
cann::>t. leaa,-. and -tea:r. learning is vit.al because t.eams.
individuals. C.re t.he fundaJr.e.ntal learning unit in modern
organizat.ions· (p. 10). Thus. t.o many organizat.ional learning
t.heorist.s. t.he essence :::f orqanizat.ional learninQ' depends on
cearn learninq.
While teamwork has emerQ'ed as a manaqement strategy in
organizatior,s, a te!lm in name only is insufficient. It is
import.ant that ~eams be effective. The ability for teams to
functicn collectively appears t.o require interpersonal
commu::Iication that facilitates learning. Isaacs (19931
reminds us that while there is a need to effectively
collaborate, not all organizational communication is
productive.
Unfortunately, lOCIst forms of organizational
conversation, particularly aro".Jnd t.ouqh. complex.
challenQ'inQ' issues lapse into debate (the root of
'"hieh means "t:- beat down-). In debat.e. one side
wins and another lcses; both parties maintain their
cerl:aint.':'es. and bct.h suppress deeper inquiry. Such
excha!lr;'es do n':lt. activate t.he human capacity for
collective intelligence. (Isaacs. 1993. p. 24)
Of an ever.. tl'.or~ significant impact is the potential that
teamwork ·....ill result in "groupthink" (Janis. 1996J. in which
members suppress crit.ical thinking and critical challenqes of
the grcup' s decisions in an effort to remain amiable. loyal,
ar.d to avoid disunity -",ithin the qroup. Groupthink can limit
effective dec':'sion-rr.aking and reduce group learning.
Isaacs (~993) ~oes on to state that "problems are too
complex. t?l.e ':'n:.erdepe.""Idencies too intricate. and the
consequences of isolaticn and fraqmentation too devAstatinq-
(p. 2~) for organizat.ional members. at any level. to think
individually. He eillphasizes that the "capacity to think
::::oget.?l.er . to develcp collaborative thought and coordinated
action" will serve individuals and organizations better as the
future unfolds.
Senge (lS90). in his discussion of the disciplines of a
lea=ni::1q organizaticn. ~oints out that teams. as a collective
entity. have the ca~acity to learn. He emphasizes the
interrelationships of team learning with other disciplines in
creat.i::1q a le~rning org3nization. He emphasizes that team
lea!:Tlinq
builds on t.he discipline of developing shared
vision. It also builds on personal mastery. for
t.alent.ed tea.'1Is are made up of talented individuals.
3ut. sharec vision and t.alent are not. enough. The
wcrld is full 0f t3.1ented individua:'s who share a
vision for a while, yet. fail to learn. (p. 2361
Sange (1990) defines team learning as "the process of
aligning and deve1o;ling t.he capacity of a t.eam to create t.he
result.s ma.:nbers truly desire M {po 236). He makes reference to
sport.s, parf~rming art.s, science, and business, Mwhere the
int.e:!.ligence of the t.eatTl. exceeds t.he int.elligence of the
individuals on t.he t.eam. and where t.eams develop extraordinary
capacit.ies for coordinat.ed act.ion" (p. 101. He goes on t.o say
that. "when t.eams are truly learning. not only are they
producing extraordinary results but. the individual members are
qrow':'ng more rapidly th3n could hava occurred otherwise- (p.
10) .
Likewise, Roberts (1994) affirms the importance of the
growth of individual members and the aliqnment. of team
members. She emphasizes bot.h personal knowledge and shared
know~edge for the development of teams. She defines
lea::ning as "the prxess of l.earning how to learn
coUectively" (p. 3SS). She scaces that it has "nothing' to do
with the 'school-le3.rning" of memorizing' dec-ails to feed back
in t.est.s". but rathar, "st.arts with self·ma.st.ery and self·
knol-lledge, [and) involves looking' cutward to develop knowledqe
of, a:1d alignment ""ich, others on your team" (p. 355).
In chair discussion of t.eam learninq, Senge. Kleiner,
Roberts. ROSS. and Smith (1994) also incorporate self-mastery
and self-knowledge. They emphasize that. when team members
develop reflect.ien 3.nd inquiry skills. it helps individual
t.eam members to become aware of the assumptions a.nd beliefs
that link "what we see" to "what ",,-e conclude", to bring tacit
assu. 'nptiC:1S to the surface. and to develop or change mental
models (po 352). Silllilarly, Kim (l995) st.ates. "the interplay
between part.icipant.s as they propose new strategies and
explain cheir reasoning. helps them to surface and clarify
aSSur:tpt.ions" (p. 361). The result is team members who are
more in touch with their thoughts and feelings, who are better
able to share assumptions. and who can learn tOg'ether.
Vcgt. (1995) sees team learning as an important. element in
what he refers co as the DNA of business learning. He defines
t2am learning as "the art of establishing trust, framing
motivating questions, and engaging in the generation of new
perspectives" (p. 296). vogt's definition, like others.
illustrat.es the existence of the interconnectedness of team
members, and the subseq'..lent new perspectives that can develop
from open, truscinq individuals working in a coordinated
fashion.
Trust among team members offers an opportunity for team
members to learn, .....hereas lack of trust is an obstacle to
learning. Argyris (l98S) suggests that lack of trust results
in defensive routines, "habitual ways of interacting that
protect us and others from threat or embarrassment, but which
also prevent us from learning" (Senge, 1990, p. 237). Ryan
(1995) agrees. stating "our habits of communicating have
become a kind of prison fcr us, [rr.aintaining] the very
defenses that. we need to eliminate if we are to learn
together" (p. 288). Similarly, Kofman and Senge (l995)
emphasize that defensive routines oppose productive dialogue
and discussion and consequently block learning. They state.
many of us have developed defenses that have become
second nature . like working out our problems in
isolation. always displaying our best face in
public, ~nd never saying "I don't. know". The price
'.Ie pay is enor.r.ous. In :act.. we become masters of
what. Chris Argyris calls "skilled incompetence·.
skilful at ~rotect.ing ou:!"selves from the threat and
pain that CO;T\e with learning. but also remaininq
i='lccmpetent an:! blinded to our inc~etence. (p. 20)
The result is that de:ensive routines block collective
learning and e.s a result, teams can never reach their full
pot-ential.
In s'J.lt1JIlary, te3m learning is about self'knowledge,
reflection. and collective thinking, AS stated by Greenwood,
Wasson, and G:'les (1993), team learninq provides participants
with the opportunity to -qain self'understandinq from the
feedback of others in the qroup", and ·develop the skills of
critical reflection and reframinq, which allows them to
examine ~he taken·for·qran~ed assumptions that have prevented
them from actinq in new and more effective ways· (po 8). It
is a collecth'e entity since it requires team members to ·work
together to share assumpticns, build new mental maps, and
actively transfer their learninq to others" (Greenwood et a1.,
1993. p. 8).
Drawing upOn the theory of dialoque by a quant.um
physiciso:., David Bohm. Senge (1990) suggest.s that. dialogue is
a necessary cO"-dition fer team learning to take place. He
notes t.hat the wc:"d dialogue comes from the Greek dialoqos.
Dia means "through". Logos means "the meaning" (p. 240).
Senge (1990) believes that as each ?erson adds ideas in a
collaborative inter5ct.i:::n. the group accesses a larger pool of
common meaning. Si:Tlilarly. dialogue. according to Bennett and
BrO\ffl (1995), "is oS process of collaborative conversation" (p.
176). Thus. dialogue is proposed as a form of conversation.
enabling teams to lear:l. collectively {Bennett' Brown, 1995;
Bohm. 1990; Dixon, 1994; Isaacs, 1993. 1994; Schein, 1993,
1996: Seivert. Pattakos, Reed, "cavaleri. 1996; Senge,
1990:' .
Senge (IS901 states that there are basically two types of
discourse. dialoque and discussion.
In dialogue, there is a free and creative
exploration of complex and subtle issues. a deep
"listening" to one another and suspending of one's
own views. By contrast. in discussion different
views are presented and defended and there is a
search for tile best view to support decisions that
muSt be made at t.his time. (p. 237)
Senge! {l~901 e.T.phasizes that both dialoque and discussion
are important for taam learning. He states that. "both
dialogue a:ld discussio!1 are im;x>rtant to a team capable of
continual generativ;! le3rninq. but their power lies in their
synergy which is not likely to be present when the
distinctions between them are not appreciated" (p. 240). For
t.eam learning-. it is important then to recognize the
differenCE! between the two types of discourse.
Isaacs (1996) sees dialogue as a facilitating process.
~enabling groups of people to disidantify with polarized
positions and enqaqe in critical. col.lective inquiry into
their underlying assumptions and tacitly held views" (p. 20).
During discussion h'!::wever, the focus is to have one's views
accepted by the gro:Jp: "to win~ the discussion (Isaacs, 1996.
p.20). ~The word ::Hscussion comes from the same root as
percussio:'l. and concussion and suggests the pounding home of
ideas in a confrontational manner~ (Dixon, 1993. p. 6). In
discussion participants are more interested in their own
opinions than in listening and attempting to understand the
10
viewpoint of ~r.other person. Senqe (1990) concludes that ·you
might. occasionally accept part of another's person's view in
order to stren<;"then your own. but you fundamentally \fant. your
view to preva:'l- (p. 240).
The u:lfort.unate reality in many of today's organizations
is tha.t d~ate or discussion are tbe dominant form of
conversat.ion among Qro'..l~ members. As Murphy riggS)
summarizes:
~Iy oosen"at.ions in business. political. and social
settings is that people spend an inordinate amount
of energy asserting- and debating which position is
right. or wrong. Such thinking Is not. only
dest.ructive but. fl3.wed. ... The impocta.nt
question, however, is not. whether somethinq is right
or wrong. but is it helpful for the purpose at hand.
Such a small shift. in t.hinking could great.ly ease
t.he way to creating a much more productive and much
mere human world. It would cert.ainly go a long way
towards removing seme of the more serious barriers
t.o learning an:! to creat.ing learning organizations.
(p. 205:
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Similarly. Sen;e (19901 not.es that many teams have
discussions not dialogue. lie also concedes that discussions
are useful and ne::essary. There are occasions. for instance.
when organizational tearr..s have co rr.ake decisions to carryout
the func~ions of the or.:Janization. Senge maintains that ·on
t.he basis of commonly agreed analysis, alternate views need to
be \'Oeiqhted and a preferred view selected. When they are
productive. d':'scussions converge on a solution or a course of
actio:l- (;I. 2(7). Ross (1994) is supportive of this in his
explanation of skilful discussion. "In skilful discussion.
the team intends to come to some sort of closure • ei ther to
make a decision, reach agreement. or identify priorities" (p.
386). w'hile dialcq".l.e offers a learning team the opportunity
to exaw.ine each other'S assumptions and mental models
sur:-o~nding an issue, when a team needs to reach agreement and
make decisions, discussion is needed.
Dialogue and discussion however, are interdependent, and
useful functions in tea.'1'I learning. with dialogue. team
members can examine thought. processes. underlying issues. and
motivations. Discussion, cn the other hand. can enable a team
to er.J.erge from their deliberations with an agreed upon course
12
Of action. As sunm3rizad by Senge (19901. teams that function
best. ac:<'nowledqe and '.mderstand the importance of both.
I. learning tea:n maste:-s movement back and torch
::Jet.ween c.ialoq'.le and discussion .... It. unique
relationshi:> devel:::ps among team members who ent.er
into dialoque req'.llarly. They develop a deep trust
that. cannot help but carry over to discussions.
They develop a richer understanding of the
uniqueness of each person's point of view. (po 248)
To illustrat.e that. dialogue offers a -unique vision of
team learning- (Senge, 1990. p. 248) in that its purpose is
build collective unjerstandinq and meaning for the team, it is
import.ant to understand the component.s of dialoque as they
relat.e to team learning. Through the processes of suspendinq
assUMpt.ions. listening. reflecting. and creating a culture of
cooperation, dialogue slows down the speed at which groups
13
7'1Ie Purpose of DialOlJ1.le
Numerous writees have maint.ained t.hat. oCQ'anizat.iona.l
members build c.p co~nitive maps or mental models of t.heir work
cont.ext. and that fr-=:m t.hese individual maps, collective
mean:':tg struct.ures can be built at. the organizat.ional level
(Dix::m. 1994; Easterby-Smit.h. 1997; Kim. 1993; Nonaka. 1994;
Saint-Cnge, 1!:96; S::hein, 1992. 1996). For example. cult.ure
has been defined by Schein [1992, 1996), as a set. of basic
tacit assumpt.ions about how the world is and Ought to be that
a group of people share and that determine their percept.ions,
t.houghts. feelings. ar.d to some degree. their overt behaviour.
AS emphasized by a::hm (19901. Seely-Brown and Duquid
(1991). Hodgetts. Luthans. and Lee (1994). Kofman and Senqe
(l99SI. and Schein (1992. 1996). org-anizations tend to break.
down into sub-units. or functional units of the org-anization.
As a reSUlt. the sub·units are likely to develop their own
"SUbcultures (implying- different lang'Uag-es and different
assu."T1ptions about r2ality. i.e. different mental models)
because of their sh3red co:.-e technolOQies and their different
learning experiences" (Schein. 1993. p. 41). Hodqetts et al.
(199(,) states that "every complex orqanization has a variety
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of subcultures' de;art,."l'.ents. divisions. levels of manaQ'ement.
and the like. Each has its own special interests, mental
models of how t.he b:.Jsiness wo~ks. and quite possib1y it.s own
lanquaqe (jan;on)- (p. 13). Bohm (19901. as well. identifies
t.he exist;ance of subcult.ures. He cot.es that collective
cult.ural assumpticns exis:: in all groups. and in larger
groups, -many 5ubcultures~ may be present..
The result.ing influence of these functional units and
subsequent subcultures is fragmentation (Barrett. 1995; Kofman
& Senge 1395; Seivert. Fattakos, Read. , Cavaler!. 1996).
Kofman and Senge believe that while many of the challenges
organizations face today a::.'e syst.emic, fragmentation is a
fundamental problem. They believe that orqanizat.ional members
tend to fragment prcble.'n$ into pieces, study each component in
isolation, and then synthesize the components back into the
whole and hope that the problem is solved. As well,
fraqr:lentation -results in 'walls or chimneys' that separate
different functions into independent and often warrin9
fiefdoll's" (po €). Similarly, Seivert et a1. (1996) discuss
the interconnectedness of all things. They express
with organizational members ignoring this interconnectedness
and the result.ing orqanizat.ional problems. They maint.ain t.hat
15
"eu::'" fraqrner:taticn 3-nd insistence on separateness is
respo:lsible for our inabilit.y to solve systemic and
organizat.ional problems" (p. 368).
Despite tt,e alignment. of individuals along a cultural
dimension. and subsequent communication failures.
organizat.ior.s interest.ed in organizational learning and
developme:lt. must. find ways to overcome the obstacles. Schein
(1993) st.ates that "we need 'Nays of improvinq our thought
processes. especially in g::'"oups where the SOlution depends on
people reaching at least a common formulation of the problem-
(p. 40). Schein talks in terms of organizational
effect.iveness. and amph3sizes that:
organizational effect.iveness is increasingly
dependent on v31id cOll'r.J.unication across subcultural
boundaries. Integration across subcultures {the
assential co·ordination probleml will increasingly
hinge on the ability to develop an overreaching
common lanquage and mental model.
My form of organizational learning, therefore,
will require the evolution of shared mental models
that. cut across the sub:::ult.ures of the organization.
(p. 41)
,.
Several ~rriter9 focus on dialoque as the form of enhanced
commu::1ication needed t.o realize effective cross-cultural.
collaboration. Schein (1996] emphasizes that organizations
must find 'o'iays of c:lITmunicating across cultural boundaries to
create cClMlon ground. and to reduce conflict among the
cultures. "COmmunicatL::n that stimulates mutual understanding
rather than mutual blame" (p. 19) is a startinq point for
orqanizatior,s serio'.Js about organizational effectiveness.
Suggestions from tha literature that incorporate dialoque and
culture include dialogue to "develop higher levels of
collaboration" (!iodgetts. Luthans. & Lee. 1994, p. 13).
"create hallways of learning" (Dixon, 1997. p. 25).
"crystallize new organizational knowledge" (Nonaka, 1994, p.
25), or "share mental models" (Schein, 1993, p. 41).
Schein (:!.993 , 1996) and Bohm (I990) look to dialoque as a
fundamenta!. effective first step to valid corrmunication and
t.he development of shared mental models across orqanizational
subcultural boundaries. Schein (1993) states, -the evolution
of shared ment.al l1'.odels [makes] dialogue a necessary first
step in learning" (p. 41). To Bohrn (1990), dialoque enables
groups to "share me3ninqs·, so that all of the various
meanings can come t.ogether and the larger group can ·work
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coward co:terence" (p. 16 J. A coherent. meaning in a qroup has
possible broader implications for an orqanizat.ion. As Bahm
conce::l.ds. ·such a group rr.ight be the germ or t.he microcosm of
the larger culture. which would then spread in many ways - not
only by creatir.q ne''''' groups, but also by people conmunicatinq
the notion of what it means" (p. 17)_
The central th~e of Nonaka's (1994) organizational
kno\"~",,dge creation theory is crystallization. Elevating the
knOl'lledqe created by organizational members co incorporate it
into the knowledge network of the organization requires a
"soc~al proces!1 which occurs at a collect-ive level" Cp. 26).
Nonaka t.erms this crystallization. ·...hleh is the "process
through "":Iich vario~5 depart.ment.s within the orqanization test.
t.he reality and appliCability of the concept created by the
sel:·orga!l.izinq tea.To M (~. 25). An import.ant. component of
crystallization is dlalcque. He believes t.hat bUilding both
tacit and explicit kno....ledge is important, but asserts that
organizational knowledge creation hinges on the interchange of
Mcontinuo'.JS dialoque between tacit and explicit knowledqe M (p.
H,). Continuous di3logue. in a team settinq. brinqs personal
tacit knowledge into a social context. It provides a place in
which individual perspectives are articulated and enables one
,.
to build concept.s 1:1 cooperation with others. Cryst.allization
offers an opportunity f:::le organizational team metnbers to cut
4crcss sub=:ultures beca:Jse the social component requires
Mdynamic co-operative relations· {po 261 among various
functicns and organizational departments.
~lcGill ar.c Slc::um (l993) discuss a learning culture as an
ideal cult":.lre to 'unlearn' the conventional orqanizational
structure, and mold orqanizations into learning organizations.
l<iith:':1 this learnin; culture. dialogue is of paramount
importance. They state that in learninq cultures:
groups engage in active dialogue and conversation,
:"lot discussions. These conversations are
reflective. as 0PPosEOd to arqu.ilentative. and they
are guided by leaders who facilitate the buildioQ' of
strong relationships amenQ' key stakeholder groups.
It is clear to us that to instill a learninq
cult.ure. manaQ'ers It:ust set aside their penchant for
discussion. embracinQ' conversations and dialoque
instead. To create conditions that foster
conversation and dialogue. chey must realize that
face-to-face meetinQ's ... (andl dialogue provides a
forum for people te talk and think abOut problems
t.cgether. {po 76}
"/hile dialoque encompasses int.erpersonal comnunications.
reflective processe3, and a variet.y of qroup dynamics. its
ultinate goal is to enhance the collective power of the group
through t.he teatn learninq process. Bohm (l990). discusses
dialogue and collect.ive thcught emphasizinq t.hat for a group.
':.he :'mpcrtant point is "nct the answer" or "not the particular
opinions (of the te:tm members)", but rat.her "the opening up of
the mi~d and looking at all the opinions" (po 39). He gives
an example of colle::tive thought and being able to think
together. "Somebody would qive an idea. somebody else would
take it. u? somebOdy else would add to it. Thought would flow
rather than there being a lot of different people. each
tryinq to persuade or convince the others" {po 131.
Schein (1993) sums it up this way; "An important qoal of
dialogue is to enable the group to reach a hiqher level of
consciousness and creativity", and this is done "through the
gradual creation of a shared set of meanings and a conmon
thinking process" (p. 431. Bohrn (l990) has compared the
COllective power of a group to a laser:
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Ordinary light is called 'incoherent'. which means that
it is q:3ir,.Q' in all sorts of direct.ions. and t.he light
waves are not in phase with each other so they don't
build up. But. a laser produces a very intense beam
·,Ihich is coherent. The light waves build up strength
because they are all going in t.he same direction. This
beam can 60 all sorts of things that ordinary light
cannot. {po 7}
Thus. bott, S::hein and Sohni are st.atinq that. while the
end result. of ~laloque is qreater collective pOwer for t.he
group, the processe3 of dialoque are a means to an end.
Open, Face-to-face C::.Dnu.aicatioll
Dialogue is face-to-face cOlmlunication. Buber (1965) in
his writingos. states t.hat in dialoque. -each of the
participants really has in mind the other or othera .•• and
turns to the.~ with the intention of establishinq a livinq
rnutu3.1 relation bet'",een himself and thern" (p.19). Mutuality
is supported by Freire (1970), who states, "self· sufficiency
is incompatible with dialoqueM and asks the question, MHOW can
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I dialcqua if I am closed to - and even offended by . the
contributions of ot!::lers?M (po 78).
'tlhile dialoque has been referred to as qood conversation
(BrOW!1, 1395; and Bannett " Brown. 1995). it is much more.
Altho'.Jgh Brown (199S) liqht-heartedly describes dialogue as
corrrnunication that ·putS people in a frame of mind to slow
down. back-off, listen, and reflect- (p. 1611. she truly
believes that dialogue is a capacity to use interpersonal
cormnunication to it3 fullest: extent. She emphasizes. that in
an orqanizatior..al settinq. t.here should not be a problem or
crisis to "ash melTJ::ers to converse in a way that focuses on
openness, questioning'. listening, and reflecting. She points
out that dialogue is more than communication to decide
something or do sameehing, bue raeher it is corrmunication -to
build dee;ler underseanding, new percepeions, new models.
paehs eo effective acei':)n. and deeper and rrore enduring,
suseainable eruths- (p. 157).
Group CoberlUlce
BChrn (I98Cl in his discussion of dialoque. illustrates
that there is a constant, flowinq, dynamic exchanqe between
the tanqible reality of our daily lives (ehe explicit.
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unfo:::'ded order) and a deeper. unseen level of reality (the
impl:'cate, enfolded order). Bohrn asserts that everythinq is
connected, no matter he-... sepa~at.e and distinct thinqs appear.
Senge (19901 bl.:.ilds on Bohm's discussion of dialoque.
emphasizing t.hat. di!loloque offers an opportunity for t.eam
learning with:'n orlnnizat.ions. Senge nggOI also emphasizes
the n~ed for l:Iernbers of the team t.c be aliqn.ed. that. is. for
all mambers of t.he team to function as one cohesive unit.
Team mell'bers !':lust. be headed in t.he same direction. with their
ene:-gies focused and parallel. Ot.herwise, he believes that
"individuals may work extraordinarily hard. but t.heir efforts
do not t.ranslate into team effort- (po 234). Isaacs (1994)
describes David Boh.'TI's electron movement analoqy to illustrate
this concept:
Electrons cooled tc very low temperatures act more
like a coherent wh~le tha.n as separate parts. They
flow around obstacles without collidinq with one
another .... At hiqher t.emperat.ures ho....ever. they
begin t.o act like separate parts. 5catterinq int.o
random movement. and lasinq momentum.
Particularly around tauqh issues. people act
more like separate. high temperature electrons.
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They coilide and move at cross -purposes. Dialogue
saeks to prod",::e a coole~. shared environment. by
refocusinc; the qroup's shared attention. (p. 360l
iJialoque ali90s and re·focuses the effort.s of t.he group
and steers them in the right direction. It creates a more
cohesive team and e:'lco'.J.raqes t.he discovery of meaninqs behind
ir.dividual ideas.
Ref!ective Prcce••
Oialo;Jue is a reflec-:.ive process. If individuals can
reflect. a::knowledqe. and explore their own thinkinq. and then
be open enough to share and explore the thouqht. patterns of
others. individuals in groups ·will think better.
collectively. and cclt'lnUnicate better~ (Schein, 1993. p. 4)).
Indeed. Schein SO stronqly believes in focusinq on our own
chinking process. and delving int.o self-analysis t.o underst.and
one's own assumpt.ions, t.hat he concludes. -much of the
individual's ...,ork (in teams) is internal. examininq one's own
assumptions" {p. 441. and "we have to learn to listen to
ourselves before we can really understand others· (p. 46).
Cavaleri and Fearon (1996) summarize reflection with the
fOllo',ling:
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"1hen people pa:Jse to discover the ;neaninq of their
experiences in relation to their beliefs, we say
tha': the}' have emqaged in the process of reflecting.
R.eflacting is a me",ns of discoverino; whac. one really
knows (or doesn't know). When people discover that
ait.her Uley kn::w or don' t knew sornathinq, then t.hey
have lean:ed through the benefit of their
experience. (p. 14)
Other writers have also examined this process of
reviewing one's thinking. Weintraub (1995) illustrates that
critical thinkin:;J involves quest-iocing the assumptions
underlying personal thinking and acting. then restructuring
those understanding's and being ready to t~ink and act
differently on the basis cf this cricical questioning. Meisel
and Fearon (lS961 r~fer t.o t.he act.ivity of thinkinq about
one' 5 own problem solvinq processes as met.acoqnition. seivert
et a!. (l99E) discusses autOl1nomics as a learninl1 process.
meaninl1 -self·kno'o'1inq- (p. 357). which -encouraqes us to liiq
up what society. includinq our learning institutions. has
encouraged us to bury· our unique identity, and with it our
unique learning potential- {po 359).
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Gibbons (1990). in a discussion of how people learn to
learn. points out that being objective about. one's thoughts
has many benef i t.s . He asserts:
Stepping back from a task. stepping outside
o'.Jrselves, enables us to consider how it can best be
acccmplisr..ed and to examine and shape our thoughts.
feelings. and -Sletiens ... it [enables] us to
examine, imagi::le. choese. and manage the experiences
."e have. (p. 97)
DeChant. (l996). as well. discusses learning how to learn,
and refers to Langer' 5 (1989) "mindfulness" to emphasize ehe
competency of giving direction and taking responsibility foc
lea~ning activit.ies. DeChant states. t.hat. through
mindfulness. nwe become aware of ourselves as learners in
every situation and subsequently come to exercise greater
control over our learning strateqies" (p. 99).
Thorr.pson (1995) believes that the starting point for
1ea!"ninq is curiosity. He believes that qlobal competition,
ehe explosion in inform2ticn technology, and the emergence of
a knowledqe'based economy is forcinq orqanizations to create
organizational. conditions that lead to the continual
acquisition of knowledqe. He stresses that throuqh structured
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learning situc.tions. em~loyees can truly gain greater
understandirl.gs of t.:Jemselves and allow their natural
orientat.ions to learning- to t.ake ever so that they can develop
their learning capa~ilitles. He states t.hat. ·once people
beg-in t.o be curious . if t.hey are in a well structured
learning environIr.ent - they will then beqin genuinely and
honestly to experiment with ne.... possibilities· (p. 931.
Dlalo3"ue requires assumptions to be suspended. Scheln
(1993). in referrin~ to an atmosphe::."e of discovery and
underst.anding. stat.as ·suspension allo....s reflection- (p. 47).
Dixon (1993) ar.d Rc~erts {l9971 like Schein. believe that to
facilit.ate reflect.ion. it is imperative to suspend one's
assumpt.ions. Dixon (19931 says. -team members must be willinq
to hold t.heir opinions as hypotheses to be tested- {po 6l.
Roberts (l997) states -to participat.e in deliberations. people
must be aware of their 3ssurnptions and be willinq to hold them
up !or examination" (p. 128). Senqe (1990) points out that
suspending assumptions is not about discarding anything. He
contends,
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to suspend one I 5 asswr.pcions rr,eans to hold them. . ..
:tanqing in front of you. constantly accessible t.o
quescioning and observation. This does not. mean throwing
out our assumptions, suppressing them. or avoiding their
expression ... it :'r.eans being aware of our assumptions
and holdinq cham u;:: for examination. (p. 243)
3chm {1990J cakes it a step further by emphasizing that.
r,ot c:lly is it important tc suspend assumptions to facilit.ate
at!. understanding of our own assumptions, but we must. be
wilEnq co suspend judgement regarding other people's thought.
A integral part. of dialogue. according to 80hm (1990). is for
"people to realize what is on each other's minds without
coming to any concl'.lsions or judgements" (p. 12). Discovery,
understanding, and learning in a team setting cannot be
accomplished if tea:n meIT'hers are defending their assumptions,
or passing judgement. According to O'Brien (1996), -to learn
we must be able and willing to make fundamentaL and often
implicit assumptions explicit and subject to testing- (p.
533) _
,.
expose Mental .Yodel.
::lialoque offers an cpportunity for organizational members
t.o expose their mental rr.odels and develop new perceptions and.
models as appropriate. Swier-ioga and ~Herdsma (1992) realize
the significance of orq~nizational members' assumptions and
C;eneralizat.i::ms and state. -a significant part of an
orqaniza-:ion is in ;leople's minds. and it. is the image of
reali ty s t.ored up 1:1 these minds which determine behaviour"
(po 16). Senge (1990) emphasizes that. the discipline of
managing mental models "promises to be a major breakthrouqh
~or building learni:1q organizations" (p. 1741.
The significance of mental models has profound effects
and can create problems fo~ organizations according to Arqyris
(1990). He iilustr~tes t.hat. theories t.hat. are actually put.
int.o use are oft.en different from those espoused, and t.hat.
difference has a tendency t.o become 'undiscussable' in t.he
workplace. The inabilit.y t.o discuss these differences limit.s
possibilit.ies for laarninq. Dialogue, however, offers a.n
opport.unit.y t.o expose mental models. It assumes t.hat.
participant.s ~Jill be open to diverse points of view to enhance
their learning. It assumes that the reasoning' and rationale
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behind perspectives is an opport.unity to explore and learn.
Roth (1996) for exa:nple states that, ~the more people
recognize that others held different mental models •... and
accept multifaceted perspectives, the more learning is likely
to take place" (p. 239). and" learning on a collective or
systerI\s level can take ~lace only when theories that actually
guide behaviours are articulated" (p. 24J). The surfacinq.
testing, and improving rr,ental models associated with this
discipline is best formulated. according to Senge (1990).
through dialoqt:e in a team learning concept.
Listening
Imperative in the dialogue process is listening.
Listening facilitatas dialcque. For t.eam members to fully
exploit t.he reflective learning process and to contribute to
the team in a dialogue environment. listeninq offers much
promise. Bennett. and Brown (1995). st.at.e t.hat dialoque "is
not about: agreement or consensus. Rather it is about
listening for deeper understanding and insight .. (p. 172).
Dialogue links real listening skills with valuing the
feeli:l.gs and opinions of others on the team. leading some
writers to believe that" listening will be recognized and
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emphasized as the s1091e most. impcrtant element of a learninq
orqaniza-:.ion's co:mr.mic3ticns" (Montgomery' Scalia. 1996. p.
459). A great deal can be learned from listening and trying'
to underst.and t.he reasoning behind another' 5 viewpoint.. as
well as from explaining one's reasoning to the team 90 that
they t.eo. can understand the rat.ionale behind t.he position.
'flhen a group beqins to advance in the practice of
dialogue, as \\"illi~tn Isaacs points O'.1t.. 'a new type of
list.ening emer;res'. People begin t.o 'list.en to the
','hole'. hearinq not only what. individuals say. but deeper
pat.:.erns of :ne3ning that flow through the qroup. For
exam:;)le. it. is quite common in advanced dialoques for
people t.o repert. t~at. someone else gave voice to t.he
t.houghts they ''''ere about to say. (Senge. Kleiner.
Rcberts. Ross S, Smith, 1994. p. 20)
CODclusio.a
Dia10gl.le is multi, faceted. It involves self -analysis,
liste:linq, reflecting. and where appropriate, alterinq mental
mode:!.s. It is a whole dynamic way of interactinq. Isaacs
(1993). offers a definition of dialoque. which incorporates a
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r.umber of component3. ::fe states, -dialogue is a discipline of
collective th:'l"...kinq and inquiry, a process for transforming
the quality of conversation, and in particular. the t.hinking
that lies beneat.h it- (~. 2S). prom this definicion, he
points out that think in; is fundamental to dialogue. that
dialogue is a precess. and the purpose of dialogue is
collective thinking_
In today's orq!.nizations, there is an increased focus on
team learning and team effectiveness. Sherriton and Stern
Cl997}. for example, in their discussion of the incorporation
of team culture into corporate culture. state that
team cultures require greater collaboration.
inclusiver.ess. and co-ordination of stakeholders in
planning, implementation. and evaluating results. There
needs t.o be a greater willingness to share and shift
resources and enhance interdepartmental teamwork. {po 54'
Writers in both t.he business and educat.ional fields are
turning to dial09ue as §n effective approach to organizat.ional
learning and cross-cultural communicat.ion.
Organizational learning theorist.s have presented the
applicability of dialog-ole to address organizat.ional problems
and to enhance generative organizational learning and reform.
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Dixon (1994) for ex'l.lnpla, in her discussion of the
orqaniz&c.iona: learning, states that organizational learning
involves "collective rather than only individual
interprec.ation of information" (p. 6). and "organizational
dialogue is ir.teraction in a collective setting that results
in mutual learning" (po 83). Schein (1993) swnmaries the
purpose of dialoque in his statement, wdialoque aims to build
a group t:hat can think ~eneratively. creatively, and, most
important, toqecher" (p. 43).
Buildir.q on the pr.::cesses of listening. exposing mental
models. reflection. and others, dialogue builds a corrmon
experience base that allows us to learn collectively (Schein.
1993). Considering tr.e educational system has numerous levels
and divisions. and everyone has different and competing mental
models. the system ::ouLi benefit from the collective learning
of dialogue. Involving the stakeholders of education in the
process of dialogue to develop a common understanding and a
common approach to educ3tional char:.ge is needed for successful
educational reform.
Senge (lS90) m3.int3ins. the capacity of team members to
suspe~d assumptions and enter into genuine thinking together,
is complementary to and needs to be balanced with discussion,
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t.he search for o:.he ~est vie.... to make decisions. While a
lea:::ning tea", "masters Irovement back and forth between
dialoque and discussion" (Senge. 1990. p. 247). most groups
and teams lack the 3bility to distinquish between the two.
Murphy (1995) agrees, ccncludinq that 1n many of tOday's
organizat.ions, including educational orqanizations. debate or
discussicn dominate conversation. and the potential for
lea!"ninq is thwarted.
Although .. the development of a theory of dialogue remains
in an embryonic st.a.;e" (Isaacs, 1993, p. 31). it is "an
eme!"qinq and potentially powerful mode of inquiry and
collect.ive learning for teams" (po 35). and for system wide
organizat.ional lea["!linq in bot.h the business and educational
fields (Senge, 1990; Jenlink '" Carr. 1996).
3uildin~ on the foundation of t.his research in
organizational lear:tinq. tea..'TI learning, and dialoque. Paper
Th:-ee, Dialgg"g as the FaUDdat ion of grluCAtiOD Reform, will
investigate the applicability of dialoque to accomplish
successful education reform.
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Introduction to Bduca tional Reform
Education reform is an on-going, evolutionary process.
The past three or four decades have been years of educational
reform (Day, 1.997; Fuhrn.an, Elmore, &. MasseL 1993; Fullan,
1991, 1993; Hargreaves, 1994; Louis &- Miles, 1990; Sarason,
1990; Stoll &: Fink, 1996). Although "educational reform
generated a h':'gh level of activity, it has yet to exert much
influence over the processes of schooling- related to student
learning" (Fuhrman. Elmore, &. t{assell, 1993, p. 5).
Educational reform has been summed up by Fullan (1993)
"uphill battle" for administrators and educators, noted more
for its survival rather than development. "Hardly a year has
passed without some reform being mooted, neg-otiated, or
imposed" upon the educational syste.<1 (Day, 1997, p. 440).
"Since the 196:1'5, educational chang-e has become a
familiar part of teachers' work" (Hargreaves, Lieberman,
Pullan, &. Hopkins U98, p. 3). For example, the educational
system in the 1960' s can be characterized by the 'adoption' of
large-scale. inquiry-oriented innovations as the mark of
progress (Fullan, 1991). "It was a time in which successive
waves of different approaches to reading or mathematical
lea=-ni:lg s'",ept ~h=O:Jgh classrooms, each one washing away the
marks left by its predecessors" (Hargreaves et al., 1998, p.
3l_
.l"lthough imple.'1lentaticn was "not even contemplated as a
prob2.err," durinq the 60's (Fullan, 1993, p. 11. studies by
Goodlad and Klein (1970), Gross. Giacquinta, and Bernstein
(l97:U, and Sarason (1971), brought tremendous attention to
the issue of failed implementation as the problem for lack of
success of curricul'.1lll packaqes. ;"'hen it was recognized that
"large-scale curric.Jlum innovations rarely progressed beyond
the p:tase of havinq thi!ir packages purChased" {Hargreaves et
aI., 1998. p. 31. implementation initiatives became the
solution. Despite much activity and many programs focusing on
implemem:.ation. irr.plernentation fell short of it.s' intended
qoa1.
As the limitations of the larqe-scale curriculum
innovations inposed or initiated from faraway became apparent,
the assumpti::m developed that during many change-efforts,
teachers and acministrators represented a major obstacle to
successful curricuhull i!l'.plementation.
F'ollO'o'dnq this conclusion. educational researchers began
to treat the school as the focal point of educational change
efforts. The}' questioned whet.her or not. schools could make a
difference qivEn 50:::ial class, family, and ot.her societal
conditions outside the purview of the educational sector
(Fullan, 199]). The reSUlt was the study and development of
effective school characteristics. Despit.e t.he development of
these characterist.ics. researchers concluded that to achieve
the outcomes of an affe.:::tive school, change strateqies need to
be tied to a second avenue of research. 'school irr;provemene'
(Fink" Stoll, 159B; Reynolds. Hopkins. " Stoll. 199]). The
school im;>rovement research largely developed from a
reflectio:) on failed reform efforts of the 1960's and 1970's.
"lhile the effective schools and school improvement
literat.ure offered clear outlines of what is characteristic of
a gOOd schooL these were not always easy to accomplish. As
time and research proqressed, restn.lcturinq became the
app:-oach to remove impe;1iments to educational reform. School-
based management.. enhanced roles for teachers in decision
making, rest.ructu-:--ed timetables, collaborative work cultures.
shared mission. plus other reforms became current. Despite the
development of these school improvement initiatives. Puhrman,
Elmore, and Massel (199) seate, "by virtually all aqqreqate
indices of performance, schools have shown little improvement
since the beginning of the current period of reform" (p. 8).
with time and further study, it has been determined that the
structures and cultures of schooling have proven to be highly
resilient to fundamental change WcCul loch , 19981.
T!1us, in spite of much effort, o;:.nticipation, and hiqh
hopes, "long term c:.lrriculum ~eform has generally failed to
generate ed..catlonal change of a fundat:'lental kind" (McCUlloch,
1998, p. 1203). Ne·....man (1998) SU'llS up educational reform with
the follm·dr,g personal outlook.
Fer tn:Ire than 20 years I've been involved in the
professional development of teachers. And in all that
time, I think I can safely say that. much of my work
t.eacher educator has largely been a waste of time. In
spite of 50 years of research insights into instructional
contexts that support student learning, I visit
classrooms today and witness instruction very little
different from that of the 1970's, when I began
collaborating ·...ith teachers. (p. 288)
overc=,.aUng Pailed Reform 2'brougb Di.logue
The expected results of educational reform efforts have
indeed been disappcintinq. Although the reasons are numerous
and \·aried. it is a;,parent that three concerns are significant
in in:."ibiting reform. These reasons incorporate a discussion
of top-down mande!.te~ changes. complex problems which are
unmanaqea~le ...rithin che present set·up. and :lot accouncing for
the c".Jlture ::>f the school (Fuhrman. Elmore. '- Massell. 1993:
Hargreaves. 1S97; Hargreaves Lieberman. Ful1an. '- Hopkins,
1998; Sarason, 1990) .....1'1ile these are not the only factors
affe=.ting reform. it can be arqued that overcoming these
eleme:lts will have .!II signifi=.ant impact on favourable
educational ct,ange.
Given that numarous approaches to educacional change have
been tried with limited success. it: may be cime to look toward
a more inclusive approach. As Fullan (1995) outlines.
the central quastion becomes ......hat combination of
strat.egia5 have any chance of achieving. on a wide scale,
greater shared. subjective clarit.y, will. and skill
necessary for coping with the enormous. endemic problem
of overload and fragment.ation. (p. 2)4)
Dialogue (Bohm, 1990; Isaacs, 1993; Schein. 1993, 1996;
Senge, 1990), a for.n. of interpersonal interaction and
communication gaining prominence in the literature to develop
collective t.hol,;qht. ·.... it.hin qroups and teams. a.nd across
ocqanizatior:.al subc:.alt.ural boundaries, can address these three
impediment.s to educational reform. Althouqh the root meaninq
of co:.versat.ior. is "to turn to one another". dialoque is not
"mere talk" (Isaacs. 1996. p. 20). Dialoque comes from t.he
Greek word dialoqos. dia means "throuqh" and lO9os means "the
meani:.g" _ Bohm (tHO) and Senge (1990) suqqest that the
original m2zn:-ng of dialoque was, "meanir.q passinq or movinq
through a free flo.... of meaninq between people" (Senqe,
1990. p. 240).
Oialoglie is ch3.ract.erized by open, face-to' face
commu:licat.ion (Brown, 1995) incor-poratinq listening (Bennett 6
Brown, 1995). and reflection (GibbOns, 1990: Schein. 1993).
During these processes individuals have an opportunity t.o
suspend assumptions (Dixon. 1993), and expose and examine
mental models (Senqe. 1990). The result is effective cross·
cultural organizational collaboration (Schein. 1996) and the
enhanced collective power of the qroup (Bohm. 1990). The free
flow of inquiry and meaning associat.ed with dia10que allows
new possibilities tc emerge. and leads Schein (1993) to
conclude, "dialogue thus becomes a central element of any
model of organizational t.ransformat.ion" (p. 40).
Top-d'otr.:l Ma.z:u:Lstad Cb~1Jgas
Top-down mandated changes for educational reform have not
worked (carr. 1996; C'..lban, 1990; Darling-Harrrnond. 1993. 1998;
Fulla:l., 1991; Harqraaves '- Evans. 1997; !o!cLaughlin. 1987.
1990; Tyack " Tobin, 19941. !4andated policies have been based
teachers [bein;] expected to change their beliefs.
knowledge, and actions as a result of a change process
tha!: consists primarily of issuance of a statement and
the adoption of ne·.... requlations or curriculum packages.
(Darling-Hart"1l'IOnd. 1993, p. 756)
Although this approach is prominent in educational reform
atte.':l;lts, Dar:!.inq-Harrmond (1993) concludes that -policy
implementation clearly cannot achieve the qoals of reform- (p.
756) .
lotandated refor:ns have failed because they exert undue
stress upon the educators of the educational system (Pullan.
1991; Hargreaves and Evans, 1997), ignore teacher input (Allen
and Glickman, 1998; carr, 1996: Harqreaves and Evans, 1997),
and fall short of developing the capacity and will for chanqe
amonq teachers (Fu1Ian, 1991; McLaughlin, 1987).
:fargreaves and Evans (1997), in their discussion of
educational change. refer to change imposed fran the top as
exe!"tinq stress on an already stressed system. They contend
that it has intensified teachers' work, and they state that,
"excessive stress, loss of control, and mechanical obedience
pro'"ide no proper foundation for risk-takinq. yet. these have
been the very effects of leqislated reform- (p. 4).
Supportinq this notion is f'ullan's (1995) statement.
The presence of m:Jltiple, abstract reforms creates
constant overlead, fragmentation. and mystery. Even the
mas':. reform mi:l.ded educators have difficulty fiqurinq out
wha':. is meant l:)y the latest fads as they burn out
attem;>tinq to find coherence and meaninq. (p. 230)
Hargreaves and Evans (1997) accuse educational refortDers
of iqnoring the intelle:tual input of teachers while focusing-
too ;:[Uch on policies and procedures_ While numerous reforms
have dictated cur!"iculu!f1, assessment. and outcome measures.
Harqreaves and Evans call these reforms anti-intellectual_
Allen and Glickman (1998) believe chanqes in policies and
procedures are not sufficient for educational reform. They
believe, what qoes on in the hearts and minds of the people in
schools ultimately dictate successful school changes.
Similarly. carr (l9~6l states, "imposing or suggesting
solutions, or ways to get to the solutions, will by-pass the
necessary collaboration with all stakeholders that will
produce lonq-standing innovation and change" (p. 19).
Developing the capacity and will to embrace change is
believed, by some educational researchers to be, "internal
processes that the people who live and work in classrooms must
undertake" (Earl Ii LeMathieu, 1997, p. 158); it is not
something that can ::>e i;r,posed or mandated on people.
lJlCLaughlin (lS87) €.oT.pr.asizes that the lack of teacher
part;'cipation in the conception and implementation of
educational reform efforts h3S been a weakness of centrally
mandated reforms, resulting in failed effects on change at the
classroom level. .r..s welL Fullan's 09911 discussion of
failed implementation focuses on teachers as the central
element in reform. He states that during the implementation
of numerous reforms, "many attempts at policy and program
change have concentrated on product development leqislation,
and other on-paper change" and have ignored the fact that
"what people did and did not do was the crucial variable" (p.
65). He emphasizes the quality of working relationships among
teachers is st.rongly related to implementation. Referring t.o
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che works of Goodl~d (19841. Rosenholt.z (1989,. and Sarason
(1982). F'.llian (19911 e.-nphasizes the social processes of open
cCXlITlu.:licat.ion. collaqiality. and learninq on the job as
important; issues in implementation and reform.
Althouqh it has been established that. tellinq schools
change has never worked to produce markedly different teachinq
ove:- many decades of curriculum reform (Cuban. 1990; Darlinq-
Harrrno:1d. 1998; Tyack , Tobin. 1994). it is just as important
to :realize th~t ·school change cannot occur by school
invention alone- (Darlinq·Ha.-rmcnd. 1998. p. 646). Pullan
(lS9:» sums it up with the poi:1t that neither centralization
or decentralization works and Darling-Ha.'!ltI\Ond (19981 arques
for "a more inclusive approach to policy that combines and
int.egrates bot.t.om-up and ~op-down approaches in a framework
t.hat ..... ill be l'!lOre empowering for all" (p. 652l.
In SUINMry, -top-down init.iat.ives , .. (have) failed t.o
come anywhere near t.o meet.ing the expect.ations of t.hose who
sponsored t.he legislat.ion" (Bell. 1993, p. 5941. While uni-
direct.ional. r.landat.ed reforms may be relat.ively easy t.o devise
and dict.ate, "research indicat.es t.hat change effort.s, when
t.reat.ed as est.ablished programs and not. unfolding processes,
almost. always fail" (Redding ~ cat.alanello, 1992, p. 51).
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Replacing the policy approach commonly associated with
educational reform requires a fresh look. Knowing that
previous legislated reform has not worked to enact significant
educational develop:ner:.t. educational reformers could benefit
from the collective contribution of stakeholders facilitated
through dialogt.:e. Dialogue, as demonstrat.ed by Bohm (1990).
Isaacs (1993). Schein (1993). and Senge. (1990). develops
collective. conscious. mindfulness. The broad. collaborative
thought so needed to develop and implement reforms appropriate
and acceptable ':0 t~ose who have to implement. them, is best
formalized through dialcque.
Dialogue to Overcome '1'Op-dowD HalIdatec! Cbaz.ge.
Mental models (Senge. 1990), or tacit theories (Arqyris.
1990), are significant in today's business organizations and
educational syste:ns. Senge (1990) describes mental models as
"deeply engrair.ed assumptions, generalizations, or even
pictures or images that influence how we understand the world
and how we take action- (po 8). An individual's perceptions
and values mould ho',;' one sees the world, the work environment,
and the tasks at hand. According to Arqyris (1990). the tacit
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theories that one person holds might:. be very different:. from
the :'maqes t~e:i.c. by his or her colleague. and the tacit
theories that are P'.lt:. into use are often different frem those
espoused.
Additionally, people tend to defend these imaqes.
particularly unde:::'" conditiar.s of threat or embarrassment..
,'\rqyris (1990) labels this quardedness. defensive routines.
,\rqyris suggests that individuals often build up defensive
routines. or habitu3.1 ways of interaccinq that protect
themselves and others from threat and embarrassment.
Similarly, Kofman a:l.d Seng-e (1995) emphasize that defensive
routines inhibit. evaluation of mental models. They state,
Many of us have developed defenses that have become
second n,.,ture . like working out our problems in
iSOlation, always displaying- O"..lr best face in public, and
never saying- "I don't know·. The price we pay is
enormous. In fact, we become masters of what Chris
hrqyris calls "skilled incompetence", skilful at
protecting ourselves from the threat and pain that come
with learning. but also remaininq incompetent and blinded
to our incompetence. (p. 20)
Often, mental lTodelll inhibit one from doin9 better, and.
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should, ':herefore, ~e c~nstantly examined. something which is
lacking in the educ3tional system.
The discipline of <..rorking with mental lOOdels starts with
turning t.he mirror inward; learning to unearth our
internal pictures .::f the world. to bring them to the
surface c.r.d hold them rigorously to scrutiny. (Senge,
1990. p. 9)
Fcr example, the deep-seated individualism, isolation,
and privatism associated with teaching often limits the type
of dialogi.:: =onvers~tion and mental model evaluation so
neces3ary for progress. Darling-Hammond (1993) not only
thinks that collaborative conversation is laCKing in schools.
but. also thinkS that so:ne topics are implicitly believed to be
a quagmi:-e and are consequently never discussed. She states,
schools today larQely function by submerging talk about
thinQs that are likely to be most controversial and
thus are likely to be most important. Debates about the
most fundamental concerns of teaching and learning are
typically squashed - or tacitly agreed to be out of line.
(p. 760l
On a broader s=ale within the educational system. the
tacit theories held by educational policy makers. reformers,
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and administrators. may be very different from those held by
teachers. The result is the development of initiat.ives by
policy makers that :nay conflict with ehe mental models of
eeachers at the school level who are responsible to implement
the reforms. AS su.'ml8d up by Jenlink and carr (1996).
school change often meets strong resistance from
individuals un...illing to relinquish their absolute belief
in certain truths 3.bout. cUl':riculurn. learning,
administracion, etc. Individuals see their truths as the
only trutt',s. and subsequently see any attempt at
educational or school change as a personal at.tack on
their understandin~ of the school world. (p. 321
What is required is dialoque. the mode of interaction that
encourages the development of a collective mindset. with the
potential to develc.? a comrron. acceptable approach to
educational reform which will address the issues. The theory
of dialog-tJa.
is based on the premise that the tacit forces that quide
the ways people think and act are fragmented and
incoherent, and that this ground and its influence are
largely i.nvisible to human beings. Dialogue creates
special environments in which people can perceive.
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inquire into. 3.nd shift these underlying patt.erns of
influence. and create entirely new kinds of individual
and collec:.ive minds. (Isaacs, 1996. p. 211
Dialogue relates to managing mental models and developing a
collectiva mindset for crganizationa1 development and change.
In addieion to dialogue being an open. face-to*face form
of comrr.unication (Bennett. ~ Brown, 1995). it is also a
reflective process. Schein (1993) so strongly believes in
focusing on our own thinking process. and delving into self·
analysis t.::> ur,derst2nd one's asswnptions, that he concludes.
"we have to learn to listen to ourselves before we can really
understand others· (p. 46). It is believed that if
individuals can reflect. acknowledge. and explore their own
t.hinking. and t.hen ~e open to share and explore the thouqht
patterns of others. individuals in qroups "will think better,
collectively, and conmunicate better" (Schein, 1993. p. 43J.
As emilhasized by eohm (1990), the important point of
collective thought developed through dialogue is "not. the
particular opinions (of participants]". but rather "the
opening up of the mind and lookinq at all the opinions" (p.
39). Discovery. understanding, and learninq at both the
individual and qroup levels, are at the foundation of
,.
educational change. Dialoque presents an opport.unity to
accom:;llis3 t.his.
1. collectively developed. shared meaning. so needed
across the educatio:1al system can be formulated through
dialogue. It is :r:;m lis::.eninq to ourselves to reformulate
our o.e:lt.al models, .1nd listening to others to devlI!lop COITI'llOn
mental models. that the cheory of dialogue builds shared
meaning (Isaacs, 1973: Schein 19931. Shared meaning in
education is best est.ablished when educators are willinq to
$uspe:ld assl.illlptions, listen to others. and discover the
meani:lq a:ld understanding behind opinions and assumptions.
without passing judqement. -When participants are unwilling
to suspend their assumptions or their judgement of others'
beliefs. the result is a closed mind to change'" (Jenlink "
car:::'". 1996. p. 32). It is ineffective for policy makers to
make assumpt.ions or req'..Ilat.ions t.hat.. when placed in front. of
t.eachers. are met. with resist.ance and apat.hy. It. would be
more ef fect.i ve if policy was developed t.hrou9h dialoque in
consult.at.ion wit.h teachers.
Educational change can be negatively impacted if all
stakeholders of education do not participate in the process.
Openness and sharin~. "is an opportunity for learning hOw
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thoughts and feelings '''eave t.oget.her, both collectively and
individually· (Banathy, 1996. p. 391. Dialoque is an
opportunity for policy lr.akers. administrators, and teachers to
weave a collective ::oordinated approach to educational chanqe;
an approach that. is developed by and acceptable to both t;.he
policy makers and the ilt:Plement.ers of change.
'fP.1at is needed is a way for these qroups to develop
COllUlK):'\ ground. This would negate the assumptions and the
familiar norms of a::t10n in schools. and avoid the collision
of very different tr.ental medels held by policy makers.
administrators, and teachers. As Senge. Kleiner, Roberts.
Ross. and Smith fl9H·J sUIT':r.arize. -dia.ioque would kindle a new
mode of paying attention to ... the assumptions taken for
granted. the polarizaticn of opinions, the rules for
acceptable and unacceptable behaviour. and methods for
managing differences· (;:. 359).
Hargreaves (1995) points out that "policy is best
established by convrr..lnities of people. within and across
schools. who talk a!:lout the provisions. inquire into them. and
reformulate them" (p. 16). As suggested by Darlin9-Harrmond
(1993. p. 761). "the new model of school reform must seek to
develop communities of learninq qrounded in comnunities of
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democratic discours2". Dialogue. characterized by the open.
face-to-face, reflective processes in which participants
liste:l to others, while revealing and evaluating their mental
models, is the democratic discourse needed to address the
fragmented minc.set and 3.pproach of previo'..ls reform efforts.
Dialogue thus helps initiate and maintain reform. Stat.a
(1989) in his discussion of organizational change. states.
"change is bloc)(ed :.I01eSB all the major decision makers learn
together. come co share beliefs and goals. and ... take the
actio:ls necessary f=r change" (p. 64). Dialogue empowers
educational organizations and communities "to create the sorts
of human educational syst.ems that reflect their needs" (carr.
1996, p. 19). Educational reform based on dialogue presents
the stakeholders of reform with the mode of interface
necessary to set tna direction for change.
Complex Problems
Complexity is a normal state of affairs in contemporary
organizations (Fink '= Stoll., 1998; Fullan 1991; Harqreaves.
1998; Hargreaves, Lieberman. Fullan. '= Hopkins. 1998; Senge.
1990; Smith. 1995). Adding to tne multi-dimensional nature of
comp:;'exity is something Senge (l990) refers to as "dynamic
complexity". Dynamic complexity relates to the difficulty of
trac~!'Ig cause and effect when the consequences of actions may
not become evident until they are far removed in time.
In addition, Kofman and Senge (1995), point out that
while many of the challenges organizations face today are
complex and systemic, fragrr.entatian is prominent. They
believe that organizational :nembers tend to fragment problems
into pieces, study each component in isolation, and then
synthesize the co:npcnents ba:::k into the whole and hope that
the proble.-n is solv:d. -The pu~suit of simple answers to
complex issues" (Senge, 1990, p. 185), or the quick fix,
rare:"y work in organizational settings. Senge asserts that
rarely are proble.;ns so straightforward that a hastily arrived
upon course of action will address the issue in any long-term
Kline and Saunders (1993) agree,
~IOSt of the time when something goes wrong, we run off in
pursuit of the elusive quick fix. Because so many quick
fixes really do work at least temporarily for specific
problems, we tend to ignore what is still going on under
the surface and may return to haunt us - after the
quiCk fix has been applied. (p. 209)
Addressing the ilM'lediate problem with a quick fix
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solution resulting from very little thought or deliberation is
ine:factive. Senge (1990) and others maintain that
organizational learning would be better served if the
underlying organizational structures responsible for the
problems ....ere examined to make more reali.stic, long term
decis ions regarding the issues.
Seivert, Pattalc:os. Reed. and Cavaleri (1996) agree that,
"our fragmentation and insistence on separatenesa is
responsible for our inability to solve systemic and
organizat.i::mal problems" (I'. 368). Bawden (19911. in a
discussion of a systemic way of thinking asserts.
if we want to deal with complexity then we have to
develop ways of seeing the world in all its'
complexi ty. . .. We have to develop ways of finding out
about the mass of inter-relationships which exist between
the different components of systems, as well as find out
about the components themselves. (po 18)
Several resear,::hers suggest the complexity that exists in
the educational system has been a factor in failed attempts at
reform. Fullan (1991) points out change is mult.i-dimensional.
with schools having to manage, coordinate, and integrate
numerous changes all at once. Hargreaves (1998). as well,
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illustrates that schools engaged in educational change and
imp:::-ovement do not have the luxury of foc'.lsinq on a sinqular
goal in a step-by-step. linear process. -Change today does
not proceed through cle3r discrete stages of awareness.
init.iatio:l. implementation. and inst.itutionalization. It is
much more messy than that." (p. 283).
Sarason (1990). as well, addresses the issue of failed
reform, ...·hleh he says is predict.able. He points out the
different. components of educat.ional reform have neither been
conceived nor addressed as a whole. in cheir relationships.
a cOwplex system. 3e believes, for example. if curriculum
change. decis':'on making, professional development. and new
teaching strategies are tackled in isolation while others are
left unchanqed. educational reform is destined to fail. This
is support.ad by Carr (l996) in her statement.
Clanging a system ... ithout paying attention to the larger
system of which it is a part. or the smaller systems of
which it is made up. has been a key problem with reform
efforts of the past decade. (p. IS)
Despite numerous innovations. and much deliberation.
much has changed in tt'.e educational reform field. Pullan
(1993) concludes that the problems within the educational
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syst.em are "complex and inc.ract.able" (po 46). and solutions
are difficult to conceive and put. into practice. Sarason
(19901 supports Fullan's assessment of reform failure. He.
well. emphasizes that the nature of schooling and the
educacional process are intractable and problems are
obstl:late .
.Vl ap;lroach to reform has to be more encompassinq than
t.he isolated, sinqle'di~en5ional approach 80 cOlfIl'On in
previous attempcs at ed'.lcational change. To develop a
coordina:.ed understanding of the problems in a complex.
linear syste..iI and overcome the obstacles to make a substant.ial
change. Schein (1993) believes that "we need ways of improving
our thought process ~S. especially in qroups where the solution
depends on people reaching at least a corrmon formulation of
the proble.'n" (p. 401.
Dialogue to OV4Z'CO.3l! ColII;)lex Problem.
Choosir.g appropriate reform initiatives is clearly a
major challenge for many schools and school districts. Fink
and Stoll (1998) maintain,
Until reformers and their academic advisors begin to look
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at schoo! chan~e in lr'.ore ecological. holist.ic ways and
recoqnize t-hat schools are complex. non· linear
orqa.."'1izat.ions and that teachers can and should be
professional p;t.rt.ners in school irnprovement. then
contemporary raforrr, e:forts will predict.ably wither and
disa~gear. as :r.any have in the past. (p. )09)
Similarly. Sar!lson (1995) states, ·changing one aspect of
t.he education syste.:n is eXT;;raordinarily difficult. both
conceptually and practically. Deal with one aspect. only, and
you q'.Iickly confront local and syst.emwide barriers to change"
(p. 84). The quick fix solutions implemented in isolation
from other parts of the system are destined to be problemat.ic.
Ideally. an intera~tive. collective. holist.ic approach t.o
assess t.h~ dynamics of educational problems a.nd potential
long-term solutions is called for within the educational
system. The ability to analyze complex problems from all
angles. a::td nake adjust.--nents as appropriate. is an asset
associated with pro;ressive learning within orqanizations.
Oialoque is the fou:1dation to address complex problems in a
holistic fashion.
Described by Senqe (1990) and Sohni (1990). dialoque
relates to viewing complex problems in their wholeness.
,.
Through reflect.ive. open, face·to-face dialogue.
organizational me.ilbers can explore issues from many points of
view and ::til :nore insiqhtful chan they can be individually •
• In dialog-ole. there is a free and creative exploration of
complex and st:.btle issues. a deep "listening" to one another
and suspending of ene's own vi-=ws" (Senqe. 1990. p. 2371.
Evers (1994) points out. one innovation has followed
another with lit.tle or no emphasis on the whole picture. or
the i:1.tegration of different approaches. He suggests t.hat. all
groups neej to work together to resolve fraqrnent.ation. and
educational change should be based on dialogue incorporating
all of the st.akeholjers of reform. If educators are to
succeed in their reform efforts. they must "promote dialogue
bet.wean parents, bureau::rat.s, administ.rators, teachers,
stude~ts, and Qovernment. leaders. Schools which fail to open
dialOQue will find themselves Qiving in more and more to
pressure groups" (Evers. 1994, p. 492). Evers sees the need
to work on this as a colmtunity, in dialOQUe, for fundamental
change and development.
The fraqmentation of ideas associated with the multi·
layered mental models of teachers. administrators, and
district personnel has to be addressed if we expect
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significant inplementation of successful reforms. Schein
11993J believes that in the process of dialoque. ·we build a
CCXlmO:t experience base that allows us to learn collectively·
(p. OJ.
Dialogue incor;:orates the inteqration of multiple
perspectives. It is an "opening up" type of conversation
(Senge, 1990. p. 248J. in which participants seek a picture of
events, larger than anyone persen'S point of view. In the
educational syste.."tl. it is the processes of dlaloque that would
give the teachers and adrr.inistrators an opportunity to view
the larger reality. Dialogue would help to develop
init':atives cor,sistent ·...ith the collective view to positively
impact education. If all participants were involved in the
process. the collective initiatives would more likely be
accepted and :'mplemented.
Dialoque is an opportunity for educators to implement
and integrate syste.1\ic reforms. as opposed to the isolated
reforms characteristic of previous attempts at educational
change. Dixon (1994). in her discussion of orqanizational
learning. st.ates that organizat.ional learninq involves
"collective rather than only individual interpretation of
information" i.p. 61. and points out that processes to
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faci:.ita:;.e co!.lective interpretation of information are of
para:X>unt. importanca. She highliqhtS dialoque as one of four
important condit-long that enhance the collective
interpretati.:m of informacion within orqanizations stating
that, "orqar,!zacicn3.1 dialogue is interaction in a collective
setting that results in mutual learninq~ (po 83). Schein
(993) summarizes the purpose of dialogue in his statement,
Mdialogue aims to baild a group that can think generatively,
creatively, and rr.ost important.. together" (po (3).
Dialoque relatas to the concept of coherence. Senge
(19901 argues for aliqn.T.ent and coherence among orqanizational
members to increase capacity. Senqe (1990) believes that
unless members are functioning as a cohesive unit, then
"individuals may work extraordinarily hard, but their efforts
do not translate into group effort- (p. 2J4). In discussing
coherence at the school leveL f'ullan (l995) states, -it. is
only when greater clarity and coherence is achieved in the
minds of the majority of teachers t.hat we have any chance of
success· (p. 234).
On a broader scale, to include school and district
administrators, coherence is lackinq since everyone has
conflicting mental models which leads to ineffective attempts
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at cha:lge. D:'alcgue is at the root of developing- coherent
mental modi:!ls in ed",lcation, since dialogue provides the venue
co expose, articulate, :lnd improve one's mental models for
greater collaboration in a group settlng. To Bohm (1990).
dialogue enables groups to "share meanings" Cp. 16) so that
all of the various :neanings come together and the larger group
"wark toward coherence" (p. 16l.
"Dialogues are diverging; [providing! a richer grasp of
comp~ex issues" (Senge, 1990, p. 247). Dlaloque provides the
opportunlty to explore the fragmentation of thought to develop
a collective eI'.city. Applied to the educational system.
dialogue can reduce cr..a iso.i..ated. fragnented thought amongst
educators. and enhance the pool of cormnon meaning for
effective education31 reform.
School Culture
Culture has been defined by Schein (1992. 1996). as a set.
of basic tacit assumptions about how the ''''orld is and ought. t.o
be that a group of people share and that determine their
perceptions. thoughts. feelings, and to some degree. their
overt behaviour. wit.hin the educational conmunit.y. it is
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recognized thee "teacher cultures. the relationships between
teachars and their colleagues. are among the most
educationally significant. aspects of teachers' lives and work-
(Ha=qreaves. 1994, i). 165}. Teacher cultures provide a vital
cont.ext. for teacher develcpment and learning. Por example,
the learnin.; er~iched schocls, compared to the learning
impoverished schools. as described by Rosenholtz (1989).
provide po'.....erful models of work environments that stimulat.e
and support continuous improvement.
Despite what is known about t.he pot.entially positive
influence of cult.ure, two kinds of cultures have traditionally
prevailed among tea::hers; the culture of individualism, where
teachers have worked largely in i501acion. being sociable with
t.heir colleagues. but sharinq few resources and ideas
(Harqreaves. 1994; Little. 19901. and ba1kanized CUltures
where teachers have worked in self-contained subgroups. like
subject departments. that are relatively isolat.ed from one
another (Hargreaves. 1994). Bot.h individualism and
balkanization make it. hard for teachers to build on one
another's expertise.
School CUlture presents a stabilizinq force in school,
disallowing radical chanqe (Quartz, 1995; Serqiovanni. 1998).
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For example. Serqiovan.').i (1998) states.
the tendency for a school to remain stable is attributed
eo the network of assumptions. beliefs. re<)lJlarities. and
traditions that cOtr.prise norms which define. and then
provide rneanin~ for t.eachers. These collective meaninqs
:"lelp teachers onaka sense of their existinq practices.
affirm their sanse of purpose, and help them to
rationally accept the social situations they experience
in schoo~s. (p. 57?)
Fraqmentec. sch:>ol cultures are tenacious and offer
substantial resistance to change (Ball. 1981: f"Ullan, 1991,
l-tcCulloch. 19Se; Rosenhcltz, 1989; and Schein. 19921. Fullan
(1991.1 etYl?has::'zes t1:l.at the powers rainforcinq the status quo
are systemic. Similarly, 1v!cCllloch (l998) states. -cultures
of schooling have proven to be hig-hly resilient to fundamental
chang-e. and what has appeared t.o be novel in principle or
policy has corrmonly been interpreted in pract.ice along
familiar lines~ (p. 1203).
While school cultures can be obst.inate. and have neqated
or marginalized reform effort.s. Fullan (1991) believes that
the culture of the school has to be addressed to develop the
lonq-teIlT: capacity for continuous improvement. He states.
3D
"deeper ch3.ng'es in the very culture of the school ...
stake if we are to develop this capacit.y for improvement- {po
901. Similarly, Secqiovanni (1998) believes t.hat the root of
change. in relationships. t.eaching practice. and student
learning involve chanqas in school culture.
?'ullan (199)) ~elieves that effect.ive reform would chanqe
c.he norms. habi~s. skills. and beliefs of educators such that.
it liouid enhance the te3lchinq and learning process. Pailing to
develop t.he culture of teaching t.o....ard greater collaborative
relationships among st.':Jdents, t.eachers. and others, results in
unsuccessful reform efforts. In swrmary.
the educational systen". (and traditional schools) is a
series of closed containers - classrooms, schools,
central office fiefdoms (which is wnat we mean by the egq
crate or cellular rrDdell all of which are surrounded by
competinq special interests. Chanqe requires a dynamic.
open. self-exa,l1ininq, interactive system. (Donahoe, 1993.
p. 301)
Despite the cultur31 dimension so evident in schools.
schools interested in orqanizational learninq and development
mus,!: address the communication barriers resulting from the
cultural orientation. Collaborative, interactive relations
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established .. th~ough the gradual creation of a shared set of
meanings" (Schein, 1993, p. 43) associated with dialoque,
offers stakeholde::.-s of education the process to enhance cross·
cultural communication and organizational learning.
Gaining coherence in t.he educational system has been
dif=icult since complex organizations, including- schools. are
characterized by culture (Schein, 1993). and by subcultures
(HOdgatts. Luthans, '" Lee. 1994; Korman" Senge. 1995: and
Schein. 199:3} _ Hod;lett.s et.:l.1. (1994) for example state.
every complex orqanizat.ion has a variety of subcultures
departments, divisions. levels of manaqement, and the
like. Each has its own special interests, mental models
of hoW' the business works. and quite possibly its own
language (jargon). (p. 13)
Similarly, Fink and Stoll (1998) note thEt schools are
characterized by su.ocultures: "different departments often
have different goals, ccmmunication networkS, and educational
purposes" (p. 312). These subcultures result in
"fragmentation" (Kofman '" Senqe. 1995) which "resul.ts in
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'wal!.s 0::- chimneys' that sepa~ate differ-e:ll: functions into
indepeildent and often warring fiefdoms- {po 8). The end
result is a subcult:Jral communication network which can be
hard to c~anqe. or ;>oor corrmunications between subcultures
when iniciati\-es nead tC be developed and implemented. Both
situations present an obstacle to chanqe and the fraqme.nted
subcultures of schools deter!fline whether changes are
implemenc.ed or not.
Departmental subcult.ures and the cultures of
individualism and balkanization. so characteristic of schools.
"fragment professional relationships, making- it hard for
eeachers t.o bt:ild on one another'S expertise- (Hargreaves,
1995. p. 15). Harqreaves (1997) points out that. -a central
task in craat!.nq cult.ures of educat.ional chanqe is hOW' t.o
deve~op more collaborative workinq relat.ionships between
principals and t.eachers, and arnonq teachers themselves" (p.
2). Similarly, Serqiovanni (l998) states "before school
cult.ure can chanqe, meaninqs t.hat. are both collective and
individually held, must change" (p. 577). He qoes on to
state,
changing a culture requires that people, both
individually and COllectively, move from somet.hing
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familiar and important into empty space. And then once
they are in this e.'!'.pty space. to build a new set of
meanings . a new set of norms. a new cultural order to
fill it up. Deep :::hange, in other words. requires the
reconstructing of existing individual and col.lective
mindscapes of practice. Mindscapes are implicit mental.
frames through whL:h the reality of schooling and our
place in it are envisioned. (p. 577)
The movement of edacators into empty space, both
individually c.rl.d collectively, to change mindscapes
{SerqiovannL 1998}. or mental models (Argyris, 1990; Isa~cs,
1993) can be facilitated through dialogue. Accordinq to
Schei:1 (1993). Isaacs {l993} , Roch (1996). and Seoge (1990).
dialogue offers individ"-lals and groups the opportunity to
surface, test, and improve their mental models within a
trusting environment. For example, Roth states, "learning- on
a collective or systems level can take place only when
theories that actually guide behaviour are articulated" (p.
243). Such articulation in hierarchical organizations is
often distorted because it leads to debate or discussion.
to1urphy (1995) summarizes,
~ly observations in business, political, and social
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sattinqs is t.h3.t people spend an inordinate amount of
a:le:-qy asserting and debating which ;»osition is right or
'.... rang. Such t~if'.kinq is not only destructive but also
flawed .... The irm;:ortant question, however, is not
whether somethinq is right or 'Wrong, but is it helpful
fcr the purpose at hand. Suct. a small shift in thinJdnq
cculd greatly ease the way to creatinq a much more
productive and much more human world. It would cert.ainly
go a long way towards removing some of the more serious
barriers to learning and to creating learning
organizations. (p. 20S)
Isaacs (1996) and Schein (l993) ara proponents of
dialogue, as tr.e type of productive conversation needed to
make cultural change. Isaacs proposes. "dialoque is a unique
form of conversat.ion with ~tential to improve collective
inquiry processes. to produce coordinated action &TIOng-
collectives. and to bring about. genuine social chang-e- (p.
20l. Dialogue has application in education and offers the
opportunity for educators to communicate across the cultural
boundaries evident ·....ithin the schools and the educational
system at large.
Enhanced communication to develop collaborative workinq
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relationships is essential to bring' about the social change
required f::lr educational reform. Oialoque is an opportunity
for the policy makers. scheol administrators. and teachers to
engage in open. faca·to-fa~e cOITU1lunication (Bennett 50 Brown.
1995) in an effort to c::."create educational reform. Shared
meaning through suspending assumptions. listening to one
another. and develo:;>ir.q common mental models has potential to
inc~ease the collective power of the qroup (Bohrn. 1990,
Schein, 1993). Schein (lS93) sums it up as follows.
As we listen to ourselves and others ... we beg-in to see
the bias and subtleties of how each member thinks and
expresses meanings. In this process, we do not convince
each other, but build a cammon experience base that
allows us to learn collectively. The more the group has
achieved such cOllective understanding, the easier it
becomes to reach a decision, and the more likely it will
be that the decision will be implemented in the way that
the group meant it. (p. 47)
Dialogue facilitates communication across the sub-
cultural barriers of schools. Through dialoque ·participants
become aware of the diversity of assumptions and how these
differing assumptions often come into conflict, resulting in
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fragmentation and a bre3k down of the group's thinking"
(Jen:ink & carr. 1936. p. 33). Thus. dialogue helps to
create. develop. and sustain collective thouqht to overcome
the sub-CUltural limit.ations t.o school change.
COnclusion
The past four decades have been an era of educational
reform wit.hout the 3nticipated success (Bell. 1993; Day. 1997;
Fullan, 1991. 1953; Hargreaves 1997; Hargreaves. Lieberman.
Fullan & Hopkins. 1998; McCulloch. 1998; Sarason, 1990; Stoll
& Fink, 1996). Harqreaves (1997) staces that "even with this
impressive knowledge base and expert.ise about. the factors that
can enhance or undermine educational change. too many changes
remain disappointing and ineffective" (p. viii). fUllan
(1991) summarizes the lack of progress in educational reform
as follows: "Neglect ... of how people actually experience
change as distinct from how it was intended - is at the heart
of the spectacular lack of success of most social reform" (p.
4).
Educational reformers must. recognize t.hat. mental models
and fragment.ation exist within the educational system.
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l'landated reforms created at one level of the educational
system and ple::ced in the laps of those at another level, fall
sho:-t cf making significant gains in educational reform (carr.
1996; Darling-Eam:no~d. 19.9~; FUl~an. 1991; Hargreaves. ,
Evans, 1997). Similarly, problems tackled in illOlation without
accounting for t.he complexity of the system and the cultures
of 5C:"'10015 will yield less than intended results (Pink'
Stoll, 1998; Harq::.-eaves. 1994; Hargreaves, Lieberman, Fullan,
& Hopkins. 1998; Secgiovanni, 1998; Smith. 1995). All of
these problems point to dialogue as the foundation for change.
Isaacs (1996) states, ":Haloque appears to be a powerful way
of harnessing the inherent self -organizing collective
intelligence of gro:Jps of people and of broadening and
deepe:ling the collective inquiry process" (p. 21).
Dialogue. with its' basis in listening to one another.
reflecting on assumptions. altering mental models as
appropriate, and developing a collective, generative, creative
pool of common meaninq, provides the envirorunent for the
stakeholders of educational reform to tackle the issues.
Throuqh dialogue, the reforms necessary for a proqressive
educational system 3.re ~nore likely to be envisioned and
impiemented, because "dialogue does indeed carry enormous
transforrr.at.ive pOwer for Qroups of yeople" (Isaacs. 1996.
p.29) .
3.
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20lio Conclusion
School and School systems are organizations. Educators
attempting to reform the education system may benefit from
keeping abreast of business literature to identify what is
current and effective fer organizational chang-e. If reformers
are to understand the leverage points of chang-e.
understanding of the adaptive and generative nature of
organizational learning. and the ind.ividual, Qroup and
organization components of org-anizational learning is
necessary .
Educational reformers must recognize that mental models
playa significant role in any organization. Praqrnentation
.....ithin organizations is prcminent as everyone has different
and competing mental models and these mental models vary
across divisions and levels of organizations. Developing
shared me:ltal models is considered by many to be an essential
link between multiple levels of the organization if
organizational learning is to occur. In addition. shared
mental models have been proposed as increasing team
effectiveness and departmental comm.unication. As Schein
(1993) states. "any form of organizational learning ... will
require the evoluti:>n of shared mental models that can cut
across the subcultures cf the organization" (p. 401.
;Jeveloping shared Ir,ental models. "conscious cOllective
mindfulness" (Isaacs. 1993. p. 31). is best fonnalized through
dialogue. Cor.vnon in organizations is the over use of the less
effe:::tive fOITolS of discourse. debate and discussion. Unlike
these. dialogue is 3. corrrnunitY'buildinq form of conversation
whereby individuals .....ithin a trusting environment. provide
input which is then validated.
rt has been substantiated that "action to brin; about
educational change usually exceeds people I 5 understanding of
ho'.... to do so effectively" (Hargreaves, Lieberman. Pullan. "-
Hopkins. 1998. p. 11. Educational reformers, who have
superimposed armS'length reform initiatives upon the
educational system, may obtain a more systematic, inclusive,
and fundamental change in the system throuc1h dialoque. While
dialogue alone is not sufficient to bring about necessary
reforms in education at the classroom level, it is essential
to organizational learning. And only throuqh such learninq
will essential change occur.




